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ABBREVIATIONS
DNase
EDTA
MA
MAK
PCA
RNase
SSC
TCA
TS
TSE

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

dcoxyribonuclease
ethylenediaminc tetra-acctic acid disodium salt
methylated albumin
methylated albumin on kieselguhr
perchloric acid
ribonuclease
standard saline citrate solution: 0.15 MNaCl — 0.015 M
trisodium citrate pH = 7.0
— trichloracetic acid
— Tris (0.1 M)- sucrose (0.25 M) solution
— Tris (0.1 M)- sucrose (0.25 M)- EDTA (0.01 M) solution
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Deoxyribonucleic acid molecules contain the hereditary information for
the duplication of cells and micro-organisms. When this information, which
is stored in the sequence of the nucleotides, is expressed correctly the optimal
functioning of the cells and the micro-organisms becomes possible. The DNA
molecules of different organisms contain different information, and sometimes the DNA molecules themselves differ in their size and shape. The
nuclei of cells contain linear DNA molecules of a hitherto unknown length,
whereas mitochondria, as well as some viruses and bacteria exhibit circular
DNA molecules of a well-defined length. In the case of micro-organisms it
was possible to show that sometimes all the necessary information was
present in a single molecule. On the other hand, the increase in the complexity of the organisms is reflected in the heterogeneity of the DNA
molecules that could be obtained. However, it is still unknown, whether
an observed heterogeneity reflects that of the population of molecules in vivo,
or is the result of degradation caused by the techniques that are used for
the isolation and purification of the DNA molecules. This problem is particularly relevant for the DNA molecules present in the nuclei of cells.
Nuclear extracts ("nuclein") were first prepared more than a century
ago. The early selective extraction of protein and nucleic acid by dilute
acidic and basic solutions was replaced by milder extraction procedures.
The observations of Mirsky and Pollister (1942) and Pollister and Mirsky
(1946) concerning the behaviour of nucleoproteins in solutions of low and
high ionic strength were important for the design of more careful extraction
and purification procedures (Zubay and Doty, 1959; Marmur, 1961). For
the elimination of protein from the DNA containing extract chloroformalcohol mixtures (Sevag, 1934; Sevag et al., 1938) and saturation with sodium
chloride was used (Signer and Schwander, 1949; Schwander and Signer,
1950).
A new deproteinization step was introduced by Marko and Butler (1951);
Kay et ai, (1952) and Simmons et al., (1952) who recommended the use of
detergents which did not only show a deproteinizing effect, but also lysed
the cells; and in combination with strong salt solutions, DNA could be
extracted from many sources.
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Another approach to the extraction and deproteinization of DNA was
derived from the RNA isolation procedure by phenol treatment (Kirby,
1957). Variations of these techniques were described by Chargaff (1955);
Kirby (1964) and Grossman and Moldave (1967, 1968).
The increase in the knowledge on molecular weight and configuration of
DNA of an impressive number of DNA species showed that the isolation
procedures could affect these parameters. Especially shear degradation
caused by shaking DNA solutions or mixing them with immiscible liquids
like chloroform or phenol appeared to be an important factor (Davison,
1959; Rosenkranz and Bendich, 1960; Bergi and Hershey, 1961 and Thomas
et al., 1966). Therefore, very special isolation procedures were developed,
like isolation by velocity centrifugation or density gradient centrifugation.
For the routine isolation of DNA two main procedures are frequently
used: a) detergent in combination with strong salt solutions (Marmur, 1961),
and b) detergent in combination with phenol treatment (Saito and Miura,
1963). Both procedures were developed for the isolation of DNA from
micro-organisms.
Progress in preparative and analytical ultracentrifugation and the visualization of DNA in the electron microscope enabled to analyse DNA
molecules with respect to size and configuration. As a consequence reproducible results are more easily obtained when homogeneous DNA samples
are used e.g. from micro-organisms. With micro-organisms much progress
has been made, and in a number of cases it could be demonstrated that their
genomes consisted of a single DNA molecule (see review article by Lang
et al., 1967).
However, the question remained open whether: a) chromosomes of higher
organisms contain a very long, but single molecule with a continuous 3'-5'
phosphodiëster binding, b) pieces of DNA are linked together by other substances (Ris, 1969; Freese, 1958), c) a number of individual DNA molecules
are present in one chromosome.
Indirect methods like ultracentrifugation, de- and renaturation and chromatography on ion exchange columns indicate that the heterogeneity of
DNA molecules increases with the higher degree of organization of the
species (Doty, 1961). The increased heterogeneity may reflect a difference
in length and/or a difference in base composition of the DNA molecules in
the preparation. Differences in length may either reflect the condition in vivo,
or may be the result of breakdown during isolation and purification of the
DNA molecules. On the other hand, the results of electron microscopy differ
widely with regard to the length of DNA molecules obtainable from nuclei
(Solari, 1965; Huberman and Riggs, 1966).
14

In our investigations we started with devising a routine isolation procedure
with optimal yield and purity of the DNA. The product could then be
characterized by ion exchange chromatography and electron microscopy,
the latter being a major topic of this thesis. In order to check the results
obtained by electron microscopy DNA from mitochondria was included in
the investigations, as configuration and length of this DNA have already
been described in the literature (Kroon et al., 1966). Investigations on the
DNA of the malaria parasite: Plasmodium berghei were included in order
to decide whether an increase in the complexity of the genome was reflected
in a comparable increase in complexity of the isolated DNA; and these
parasites were readily available in sufficient quantities.
The analyses of isolated DNA samples by ion exchange- and by gel
chromatography were also included. These procedures are less laborious
and provide additional information about heterogeneity and purity of the
DNA preparation. The experiments showed that the elaboration of optimal
and reproducible isolation and characterization techniques was difficult, and
therefore most of our efforts were devoted to this problem.

15

CHAPTER II

SOURCES OF TISSUES AND ROUTINE PROCEDURES
2 . 1 . SOURCES OF THE TISSUES

Most of the tissues were derived from male Wistar rats weighing approxi
mately 200 gram. Sometimes tissues from monkeys were used. The malaria
parasite Plasmodium berghei (strain 173 k) was maintained in Swiss mice
by a weekly intraperitoneal injection of infected red blood cells.
2 . 2 . QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATIONS

For quantitative determinations the absorbance of the reaction product
was measured at optimal wave lengths with the aid of a Zeiss spectrophoto
meter (type PMQ II). Protein was determined according to the method of
Lowry et al. (1951). Bovin serum albumin was used as a standard. Phos
phorus was determined according to the method of Bartlett (1959). RNA
was determined according to the method of Ceriotti (1955). Yeast RNA
(sodium salt) was used as a standard. The determination of the DNA content
of tissues, homogenates and mitochondria was carried out as described
previously (Eling, 1967 b). Sometimes modifications were applied which
are described in the text.

2.3.

DIALYSIS

Visking seamless dialysis tubing was used throughout. The dialysis bags
were washed in boiling 5% NaHCO, followed by extensive washing in
distilled water immediately before use. This treatment was necessary because
the wall of the dialysis tubes was found to contain a certain material, which
is dissolved during dialysis and reacts positively in the protein estimation
reaction. Prolonged dialysis in unwashed dialysis tubes resulted in somewhat
opalescent solutions and erroneous measurements.

2.4. ENZYME

TREATMENTS

RNase was dissolved in SSC and heated at 80° С for 10 minutes before
use. DNase was either dissolved in double distilled glycerol, in which it
16

remained stable for weeks, when stored at 4° C, or it was dissolved in 0.15 M
NaCl and used immediately. The other enzymes used were dissolved in SSC.
Unless otherwise stated, all the enzyme incubations were carried out at
37° С for 1 hour.
2 . 5 . THE DIPHENYLAMINE REACTION

The diphenylamine reaction was carried out as described by Burton (1956).
In contrast to the original procedure, the absorbance was measured at
two wavelengths (595 ιημ and 650 ιημ). The difference between the values
obtained at these two wavelengths was used for the calculation of the DNA
content. Although this resulted in a decreased sensitivity, it was found that
the reproducibility had increased (Dische, 1955). The determination of the
ratio of the absorbancies at both wavelengths indicated the possible presence
of interfering substances (Eling, 1967 b). Calf thymus DNA was used as a
standard.

2.6. GEL CHROMATOGRAPHY

Glass columns of 30 χ 1 cm fitted with a sintered glass filter were used
routinely. The swollen gels were degassed with the aid of a vacuum pump
before use. Sepharose 2B and Sephadex G200 were packed at a constant
counterpressure to prevent reduction of the flow-rate after prolonged elution.
Chromatography was always carried out at room temperature. One to 2 ml
samples were applied to the column and eluted with SSC. The effluent
solution was measured with a LKB Uvicord II and the result registered on
a LKB recorder. Fractionation was carried out with a RadiRac fraction
collector (LKB) and samples of 2 ml were collected routinely.
2.7. CHROMATOGRAPHY ON METHYLATED ALBUMIN KIESELGUHR
(МАК) COLUMNS

Suspensions of МАК were prepared according to the descriptions of
Mandell and Hershey (1960). The chromatographic procedures of Sueoka
and Cheng (1962) were used.
In our experiments 125 ml of МАК suspension were prepared at a time,
washed with starting buffer and stored at 4° С until use (maximum of
3 weeks). For routine chromatography glass columns with an internal dia
meter of 2 cm, fitted with a sintered glass filter were used.
The МАК suspension was degassed before use. Ten ml of МАК suspension
17

were pipetted into the column and washed after settling with 2 volumes of
starting buffer. The DNA containing solution, either diluted with the
starting buffer to a concentration of 20 μg to 50 μg per ml, or dialysed
against starting buffer, was pipetted onto the column with a wide bore pipette
(2-3 mm) bent at the tip to avoid disturbance of the surface. Routinely a
total of about 500 μg of DNA was applied to the column. The DNA was
washed into the column with 25 ml of starting buffer. After washing a layer
of up to 0.5 cm of starting buffer was left on top of the MAK column to
prevent drying out during the semi-automatic stepwise elution procedure.
The column was mounted immediately above a tube of the Radi Rae
fraction collector. The upper end of the column was fitted with a ground
glass joint and connected to a peristaltic pump which supplied the column
with the elution fluid under constant pressure. Samples of 4 ml were collec
ted at a flow rate of 48 ml/hour with the aid of the LKB controller. At
each elution 7 samples of the applied salt concentration were collected,
unless otherwise stated.
The absorbance at 260 m μ was measured for each sample. In each ex
periment 3 columns were run in parallel, mounted side by side above the
tubes of the fraction collector. If chromatography was performed at lower
temperatures water of the desired temperature was pumped through the
cooling jacket of the column. A schematic presentation of the procedure is
given in figure 1.
2 . 8 . ROUTINE PROCEDURE FOR THE ISOLATION OF DNA FROM RAT I.IVER

For the isolation of DNA the livers were quickly removed from the
animals, which were killed by decapitation. The livers were either imme
diately stored at —20° C, or frozen in a mixture of acetone and solid C 0 2 .
The desired amount of material was chopped off and placed in 10 volumes
of ice cold 0.15 M NaCl — 0.015 M trisodium citrate pH = 7.0 (SSC) and
allowed to thaw. Homogenization of the tissue was carried out manually in
a glass homogenizer with a loosely fitting teflon pestle. The homogenate
was centrifuged at 4° С for 10 minutes (3000 g). The supernatant was dis
carded and the sediment resuspended in 10 volumes of ice cold SSC, and
again homogenized by hand. The nuclear pellet was recollected by centrifugation, and washed 4 times with SSC. After this step the supernatant was
clear. The final sediment was suspended in SSC (10 ml/gram of liver) and
poured into a glass stoppered flask. Five % sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)
dissolved in 4 5 % ethanol was added to a final concentration of 0.5%. The
mixture was either stirred gently at room temperature on a magnetic stirrer
18

for 3 hours, or the flask was rotated in a horizontal position at 60 rpm for
the same time. At the end of this period 5 M NaC10 4 solution was added
to a final concentration of 1 M, and the solution stirred or rotated for
an additional 15 minutes. The undissolved material was centrifuged off
(10,000 g; 15 minutes). The supernatant was decanted, and the sediment
rc-extracted with 2-3 volumes of 1 M NaC10 4 , centrifuged and the super
natant combined with that of the first centrifugation. To the combined
extracts an equal volume of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24 : 1 v/,) was
added, and the mixture was shaken manually for 2-3 minutes. The phases
were separated by centrifugation (10 minutes; 3000 g) and the aqueous layer
was sucked off with a wide bore pipette. To the aqueous phase half a volume
of isopropanol was added, and the precipitating DNA was spooled around
a glass rod and washed successively 3 times with 70% ethanol. The ethanol
was squeezed out as completely as possible and the DNA dissolved in
10 times diluted ice cold solution of SSC.

cooling jacket—^

ιψ-

MAK^
entered glass disk

pump unit
M NaCI gradient, stepwise
I 0.4І 05 | 0.6 І066І 0.7 I OB I 0 9 I 10 I

s
'M.
fraction

collector

FIG. I. Schematic presentation of the semi-automatic elution procedure for MAK columns.

In order to dissolve the DNA completely the solution was kept at 4° С
overnight. The next morning RNase was added to a final concentration of
50 ng/ml and the solution was incubated at 37 е С for 1 hour. After incu
bation the preparation was cooled to room temperature, made 1 M with
respect to NaC10 4 , deproteinized (3x), and the DNA precipitated as des
cribed above. The isolated DNA was dissolved in a 10 times diluted solution
of SSC and dialyzed overnight against a large volume of SSC.
Experiments, not described here, showed that for the isolation of DNA
from lymphatic tissues (thymus and spleen) 20 ml of SSC per gram of
starting material had to be used during lysis in order to obtain a homogeneous
preparation.
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2.9.

THE ISOLATION OF THE MALARIA PARASITE:

Plasmodium berghei

2.9.1. Introduction
The parasites live during a large part of their life cycle within red blood
cells. Therefore, it was necessary to release them from the red blood cells
prior to isolation of the DNA. The isolation procedure described by Spira
and Zückerman (1962) and Zuckerman et al., (1967) was applied with some
modifications. The method is based on the observations of Christophers and
Fulton (1939), who described the lysis of the red blood cells and the release
of the parasites by saponin treatment.
2.9.2. The isolation procedure
Swiss mice were infected by intraperitoneal injection of about 106 infected
red blood cells obtained from donor mice. After 14 days the surviving
animals exhibited an average parasitemia of 2 5 % . The mice were bled by
orbital extraction (Reitsma, 1967), and the blood was collected in ice-cold
3.8% trisodium citrate to prevent coagulation. (1 volume / 4 volumes of
blood). All further operations were also performed at 4° C. The blood cells
were collected by centrifugation (3000 g for 10 minutes). After centrifugation
the supernatant was sucked off together with the buffy coat, which contained
the leucocytes. The cells were resuspended in a mixture of 3.8% trisodium
citrate (1 volume) and Difco medium 199 (9 volumes) with the aid of a
low speed stirring motor (100-200 rpm) for 5 minutes. The blood cells were
recollected by centrifugation, and the supernatant together with the remainder
of the white blood cells removed. The parasite containing cells were suspended in medium 199, containing saponin (1 : 10,000 w/v) and stirred for
5 minutes to lysc the red blood cells. This step was repeated until all red
blood cells were lysed, as judged by the absence of hemoglobin in the supernatant. Usually 3 saponin treatments were necessary. Finally the parasites
were washed with medium 199 to remove the saponin. From the final
preparation a smear was prepared and stained with Giemsa's stain solution
to determine the presence of contaminating blood cells. In a number of
cases another sample was withdrawn, for electron microscopic examination,
using the methods described for isolated mitochondria (section 3.2.3.).
An important difference between the isolation procedure described here
and that of Spira and Zuckerman (1962) and Zuckerman et al., (1967) is the
temperature at which saponin treatment is performed, being 37° С in their
method. Saponin treatment at elevated temperature results in the release of
20

FIG. 2. Electron micrograph of isolated parasites (Plasmodium berghei) Magn. 5000.

nucleic acid fibrils, which clump together to form a completely insoluble
gummy pellet including the parasites (Zuckerman et al., 1967). This could be
circumvented by carrying out the procedure at 4° С and in Difco medium
199. Under these conditions the cells and the few remaining leucocytes do
not lyse, and hence no gummy substance can be formed. In addition the
viability of the isolated parasites is much better. An example of the isolated
parasites as seen on electron micrographs is given in figure 2.
2.9.3. Isolation of DNA from the parasites
The isolated parasites were collected by centrifugation and resuspended
in 10 volumes of SSC with the aid of a magnetic stirrer. Routine isolation
procedure followed as described in section 2.8.
2.10.

DETERMINATION OF THE DNA CONTENT OF THE PARASITES
AND OF WHITE BLOOD CELLS

2.10.1. Introduction
Light microscopic examination of the parasitic preparations revealed that
some leucocytes were present in the preparations.
21

A high contamination with DNA from leucocytes would seriously interfere
with the study of the parasitic DNA. Therefore the comparative content of
DNA of parasites and white blood cells was determined.

2.10.2. Determination of the DNA content of white blood cells
Blood of normal mice was used, and leucocyte counts were made with the
aid of a Neubauer counting chamber. The routine DNA determination
procedure (Eling, 1967 b) could not be applied on whole blood samples
because contamination with haemoglobin degradation products, caused abnormal spectra after the diphenylamine reaction. Therefore the following
procedure was carried out. Blood was collected, the leucocytes counted, and
the plasma removed by centrifugation. The packed cells were washed and
treated with saponin as described above. Instead of medium 199 a solution
consisting of 4 parts of 0.9% NaCl and 1 part 3.8% trisodium citrate was
used. For pre-extraction the original scheme was followed, (Eling, 1967 b);
but before hydrolysis the sediment was washed once with ice cold 0.5 N
PCA. It was assumed that no DNA was lost from the cells during washing
and saponin treatment as light microscopy showed intact white cells at the
end of the procedure.
From 13 measurements the DNA content of the white cells was found
to be: (9.7 ± 1.7) X 10 12 g/cell. This result is in the same order of magnitude as that given by Lesly (1955) for human leucocytes. The value is higher
than that found by Whitfeld (1953): (5.52 X IO"12 g/cell).

2.10.3. Determination of the DNA content of the parasites
Essentially the same procedure as described above was used, except that,
together with the number of leucocytes the number of parasites was determined. The values obtained for the blood samples were corrected for the
presence of leucocytic DNA. From 9 measurements the DNA content of
the parasites was found to be: (1.1 ± 0.3) X 10- 13 g per cell. In an alternative method the blood was collected, freed from leucocytes and the
parasites isolated. The results of two DNA determinations carried out on
the isolated parasites, was in the same range. Again the value is about twice
as high as that found by Whitfeld (1953). The large variation in the measurements can be explained by the interference of the pigment of the
parasites on the diphenylamine reaction, and by variations in the counting
of the parasites.
22

As these data indicate that the amount of DNA in the leucocytes is about
lOOx higher than that of the parasitic cells, there is a drastic need for the
elimination of the leucocytes from the parasitic cells in preparations that
are to be used for the analysis of DNA by electron microscopy.
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2 . 1 1 . MATERIALS

Bovine serum albumin fraction V - Nutritional Biochemicals.
Collodion solution-1% in amylacetate - Ladd Research Industries.
Cytochrome C, type II - Sigma.
DNase 2x recrystallized - Sigma.
Folin-Ciocalteus phenol reagent - E. Merck A.G.
Formvar solution, 0.5%, in ethylene dichloride - Ladd Research Industries.
Grids, copper, 3 mm diameter, 200 mesh - Veco Zeefplatenfabriek N.V.,
Eerbeek Holland.
Hyflo super cell - Koch-Light Laboratories.
Kieselguhr - E. Merck A.G.
Kieselguhr - The British Drug Houses.
Platinum wire, 0.2 mm diameter - Drijfhout en Zoons N.V. Amsterdam.
Platinum-Iridium wire, 0.2 mm diameter - Drijfhout en Zoons N.V. Amsterdam.
Platinum-Paladium wire, 0.2 mm diameter - Drijfhout en Zoons N.V. Amsterdam.
Platinum-Carbon pellets - Ladd Research Industries.
Pronase - Serva, Heidelberg.
RNase, 5 times recrystallized - Sigma.
RNase Ti, grade III - Sigma.
Saccharose - E. Merck A.G.
Sepharose 2B - Pharmacia.
Sephadex G 200 - Pharmacia.
SDS - The British Drug Houses.
T.C. Medium 199 - Difco Laboratories.
Trypsin - E. Merck A.G.
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CHAPTER HI

ISOLATION OF MITOCHONDRIA
FROM RAT LIVER TISSUE, AND OF DNA
FROM ISOLATED MITOCHONDRIA
3 . 1 . INTRODUCTION

The procedure for the isolation of mitochondria from
the work of Schneider and Hogeboom (1950) with some
are described in section 3.3. Isolation and purification
trolled by chromatographic techniques.
Purified mitochondrial DNA was used for electron
gations (see section 6.4.).
3.2.

rat liver is based on
modifications, which
of DNA were conmicroscopic investi-

METHODS FOR THE ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF MITOCHONDRIA

3.2.1. The routine isolation of mitochondria
Male Wistar rats were starved overnight, killed by decapitation and
exsanguinated. The livers were removed and cleaned of adhering tissue. The
livers were weighed and washed with an ice cold solution of 50 mM Tris,
0.25 M sucrose, and 10 mM EDTA pH = 7.2 (TSE) until no more blood was
present in the wash fluid. All further operations were carried out in the
cold (4° C).
The livers were cut into small pieces with razor blades, suspended in
10 volumes of ice cold TSE, and homogenized manually, in a glass homogenizer fitted with a teflon pestle. Four strokes with the pestle were routinely
applied.
Alternatively, homogenization was carried out in a Sorvall omnimixer
(30 seconds at 11,500 rpm.).
To remove coarse material and connective tissue the homogenate was
driven through a syringe fitted with a 16 gauge needle. To remove nuclei
and cell debris the homogenate was centrifuged in the Sorvall GSA rotor
at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes. After centrifugation the supernatant was poured
off, taking care that nothing of the loosely packed upper layer was decanted.
The mitochondria were collected by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for
10 minutes in the same rotor. The pellet was dispersed in TSE by gentle
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homogenization and sedimented again by centrifugation (10 minutes-17,000
rpm SS 34 rotor). Then the mitochondria were washed twice in a solution
containing 50 mM Tris and 0.25 M sucrose (TS) in order to remove EDTA.
To remove nuclear DNA as far as possible the pellet was suspended in 1 volume
of TS, plus MgCl2 to a final concentration of 50 mM, DNase to a final
concentration of SOug'ml, and the mixture incubated at 4° С for 1 hour.
After incubation the mitochondria were collected by centrifugation in a
Sorvall SS 34 rotor, and washed twice with TSE, in order to remove DNase.
At this point the mitochondria were occasionally purified by additional
isopyenic sucrose gradient centrifugation. The principles of this technique
are derived from the work of Kalf and Grece (1967), and adapted for the
Spinco rotor no. 42. Linear 30-65 % sucrose gradients were prepared in the
tubes (91 ml/tube) and the mitochondrial suspension (10 mg protein/ml) was
layered on top until the tube was completely filled (approximately 3 ml). The
gradients were spun for 1 hour at 26,000 rpm in a Spinco L2-65B centrifuge.
After centrifugation the upper layer, as well as the brownish mitochondrial
layer were removed by suction from the top. The pooled material was
diluted 4 times with TSE, and the mitochondria collected by centrifugation
at 17,000 rpm for 10 minutes in the Sorvall SS 34 rotor.
3.2.2. Determination of the volume of isolated mitochondria
The final mitochondrial pellet was suspended in a known volume of TSE,
and the volume of the mitochondrial pellet determined.
3.2.3. Microscopic examination
From the mitochondrial suspension a smear was prepared, air dried, fixed
in methanol for 5 minutes, stained after Giemsa, and embedded in Eukitt.
This smear was examined for the presence of nuclei or nuclear fragments.
For the electron microscopic examination 0.1 ml of the suspension was
withdrawn and fixed in ice cold 6.25% glutaraldehyde for 90 minutes. After
a postfixation with O s 2 0 4 (2%) for 2 hours, washing and dehydration; the
mitochondria were centrifuged and the pellet embedded in epon. Ultrathin
sections were stained by a modified lead citrate staining procedure of
Reynolds (Fiske, 1966).
3.2.4. Chemical characterization
The procedure for the determination of the DNA content has been
described previously (Eling, 1967 b). For protein determination samples
were pipetted into ice cold 5% TCA. After 15 minutes at 4° С the precipi26

tated material was collected by centrifugation and redissolved in 1 N NaOH
at 50° C. The protein concentration was determined according to Lowry
etal., (1951).
3.2.5. The isolation of DNA from isolated mitochondria
As described above the final mitochondrial pellet was suspended in
1 volume of ice cold TSE. Under constant stirring 8 volumes of SSC were
added, and 5% SDS solution to a final concentration of 0.5%. The mixture
was 3 times frozen in an aceton dry ice bath and thawed again at 60° C.
The DNA was extracted, separated from insoluble materials, and deproteinized twice, as described for the isolation of nuclear DNA. After deproteinization the solution was dialyzed against 1-21 of SSC at 4° С overnight.
The next morning the preparation was incubated with RNase. After the
incubation at least 4 further deproteinization steps were carried out and the
solution was finally dialyzed against SSC.
As an alternative procedure the DNA was precipitated with 2 volumes
of ethanol (96%) at 4° С for at least 15 minutes after the first two depro
teinization steps. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation and dissolved
in 1 M NaC10 4 followed by at least 4 deproteinizations. The DNA was
reprecipitated, redissolved in SSC, and dialyzed against SSC.
The final purification step always consisted of chromatography of the
DNA containing solution either on a Sepharose 2B or on a МАК column.
Occasionally the mitochondrial DNA was prepared according to the
method of Saito and Miura (1963). In these cases the suspended mitochon
dria were diluted with 3 volumes of 0.1 M Tris buffer plus 1 % SDS and
made 0.1 M with respect to NaCl (pH 8.0). After three cycles of freezing
and thawing an equal volume of ice cold phenol saturated with 0.1 M
Tris/NaCl buffer (pH 9) was added. The suspension was shaken for
20 minutes at 4° C, separated in phases by centrifugation, and the upper
aqueous layer removed with a wide bore pipette and treated once more with
phenol. Phenol was extracted from the DNA containing solution with 3
changes of ether, after which nitrogen was bubbled through the solution to
remove any remaining ether. After dialysis against SSC the preparation was
purified by column chromatography as described above.
3.3.

RESULTS

3.3.1. Microscopic examination
Light microscopic examination of the mitochondrial preparations revealed
that in nearly all preparations nuclei or nuclear fragments were present,
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albeit in very low amounts, as they could only be observed in thick smears.
Their presence, however, was independent of a) DNase treatment performed
either at 4° С or at 25° С or, b) isopycnic centrifugation in sucrose gradients.
After DNase treatment only a few undamaged nuclei were found, sug
gesting that DNase treatment had removed the DNA from the nuclei;
however, it could not be established whether the remaining structures still
contained DNA. The smears also showed that after DNase treatment mito
chondria tended to form aggregates, which were never observed without
enzyme treatment. The comparative amount of nuclei and nuclear fragments
in the mitochondrial preparations depended on the homogenization procedure.
When the Sorvall omnimixer was used the amount increased with increasing
speed and increasing homogenization times, and was always higher when
compared with preparations homogenized manually.
The electron microscopic examination of the preparations never revealed
nuclei or nuclear fragments, which may be explained by the small amount
of nuclei or nuclear fragments present in the preparations, as demonstrated
by light microscopy, and the very small amounts of material examined by
this technique. However, the preparations were contaminated with fragments
of endoplasmic reticulum and other membranous components, depending on
the number of washings that were performed. Therefore, the mitochondria
were washed at least 4 times.

n o . 3. Electron micrograph of isolated mitochondria. Magn. 7000.

2<S

An example of the isolated mitochondria as seen in the electron microscope is given in figure 3. Two types could be distinguished. Some of the
mitochondria were distinctly swollen and damaged, the cristae were ruptured,
and the matrix was not electron dense. In the other type, the intracristal
spaces were dilated, probably by diffusion of solutes into the outer chamber
(De Robertis et al., 1967). However, the matrix of these mitochondria was
rather electron dense.
3.3.2. Analysis of the mitochondrial preparations
The quantity of mitochondria obtained per gram of liver was measured in
several ways: by resuspension of the final pellet in a known volume of TSE
and by determination of total DNA and protein content of the pellet. The
results of these measurements are given in table 1.

TABLE i. Analysis of mitochondrial preparations.
ml. mitochondria/g liver

mg prot./g liver

pg DNA/mg protein

0.1710.03

25.8 + 3.8

0.50 10.11

These results were obtained from preparations isolated by manual homogenization, and without isopyenic centrifugation in sucrose gradients. In all
cases the mitochondria were washed 4 times.
It was established that reproducible results could only be obtained when
completely standardized techniques were used for the isolation procedure
as well as for the determination of the DNA and protein content. This is
supported by the following observations:
a. When the Sorvall omnimixer was used for homogenization of the liver,
the final pellet was 40 tot 100% larger, and a comparable increase was found
for the DNA and protein content, suggesting that the mitochondria were
isolated more efficiently. This is, however, not the only explanation. When
these mitochondria were incubated with DNase, the amount of DNA resistent to the treatment was always lower than might be expected and the
amount of high molecular weight DNA could be as low as 10% when
calculated on the basis of the figures given in table 1. An example is given
in figure 4.
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FIG. 4. Effect of DNase treatment of mitochondrial suspensions after isolation of the mito
chondria with ( ) or without (---) the aid of the omnimixer as shown by Sepharose 2B
column chromatography.

b. The law of Lambert and Beer was found to apply only within a limited
range. The colour reaction for proteins could be considered to be linear up to a
concentration of 300 ng/ml. When as much as 450 μg/ml was present a 2 5 %
reduction in value was obtained. The diphenylamine reaction was linear up
to 150 μ£/Γη1; when as much as 200 μ&'πιΐ was present a 10% reduction in
value resulted.
For these reasons the results from several mitochondrial suspensions may
only be compared when the isolation procedure and the determination of the
DNA and protein content were carried out by standardized methods.
3.3.3. Isolation of DNA from mitochondria and analysis of the extracts
In all the experiments described in this section the lysis of the mitochon
dria was carried out by SDS-treatment, and the DNA extracted with 1 M
NaC10 4 .
The amount of DNA that could be extracted from the mitochondria as
measured by the diphenylamine reaction, varied from 5 5 % to 9 5 % with an
average of 70% with respect to the value given in table 1.
Smaller quantities of DNA were obtained when:
a. a more concentrated suspension was used during lysis and extraction
of the DNA. Good results were obtained when the mitochondria of 1 gram
of liver were suspended in 1 ml, or when the protein concentration was made
approximately 20 mg/ml.
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b. the final mitochondrial pellet was insufficiently suspended before lysis
was started, since then the mitochondria clumped together, and DNA could
apparently not be extracted completely.
с DNA was precipitated during the procedure.
The amount of DNA that could be extracted from DNase treated mito
chondria as estimated by the diphenylamine reaction was 20% lower than
that obtained from untreated preparations. Contamination with nuclear DNA
was probably reflected by the presence of thread-like precipitates after the
addition of ethanol, which was never observed in DNase treated preparations.
It should be kept in mind that these observations are not due solely to the
amount of high molecular weight DNA present in these extracts, but comprise
all DNA reacting in the diphenylamine reaction. A further evaluation of this
problem will be given later.
The number of deproteinizations did not seriously affect the recovery of
DNA, provided that the solution was made 1 M with respect to NaC10 4
during the treatment.
Without chromatography we never obtained completely pure DNA prepa
rations. Neither an increased number of deproteinizations, nor incubation
with RNase T|, or pancreatic RNase, nor exhaustive dialysis could remove
all of the contaminating substances.
3.3.4. Isopycnic centrifugation of isolated mitochondria in sucrose gradients
Isopycnic centrifugation was carried out in order to investigate the possi
bility of removing non-mitochondrial components such as endoplasmic reti
culum, ribosomes, nuclei or nuclear fragments.
However, light microscopic investigation of the mitochondrial suspensions
after this procedure revealed, that nuclei and nuclear fragments could not be
completely removed by this technique.
This was also indicated by the minor changes in the DNA content of the
mitochondrial suspension before and after centrifugation, provided the omnimixer was not used for the homogenization of the livers. The persistence
of thread-like precipitates after the addition of ethanol to the mitochondrial
DNA extracts also indicated that this purification step could not remove all
the nuclear DNA containing components.
Incubation of the mitochondria with DNase remained therefore an essen
tial step in the procedure.
It could be shown, that RNA containing material was removed by iso
pycnic centrifugation, as the results after Sepharose 2B chromatography
were similar to those obtained after RNase treatment of a mitochondrial
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DNA extract, obtained from mitochondria not purified by isopycnic centrifugation. It can therefore be assumed that this purification step removed
pieces of endoplasmic reticulum plus attached ribosomes.
The analyses of DNA extracts obtained from mitochondria isolated with
the aid of the omnimixer, treated with DNase and purified by isopycnic
centrifugation, showed that rather low molecular weight DNA otherwise
present in the second peak of a Sepharose 2B chromatogram (see section
3.3.5. and fig. 7) had disappeared.
3.3.5. Chromatography of mitochondrial DNA extracts on Sepharose 2B
columns
It was advantageous to use Sepharose 2B instead of Sephadex G 200
because of the resulting better separation between DNA and contaminating
substances. This technique demonstrated that:
a. Contaminating material could not be completely removed by deproteinization, enzyme treatment, dialysis, or isopycnic centrifugation.
b. Separation between high molecular weight DNA and contaminating sub
stances was more readily obtained when DNA was precipitated during iso
lation. The (coloured) contaminants extracted from the mitochondria together
with DNA are largely removed by this treatment.
с As shown in figure 5 at least 6 deproteinization steps had to be carried
out in order to separate the DNA completely from other components.
d. In the first peak of the chromatogram only DNA was detected, as the
ultraviolet absorbancy at 260 πιμ was always in agreement with the results
of the diphenylamine reaction, and all the material of the first peak was
DNase sensitive (see fig. 6b).
e. As demonstrated in figure 6 incomplete separation could be improved
by RNase treatment, but not by incubation with pronase. As an increased
number of deproteinizations led to the same result, this may suggest that
RNA-protein complexes are present in the preparation. This is also supported
by the observation that protein is present in these fractions (see also fig. 7).
f. After chromatography on Sepharose 2B columns the high molecular
weight DNA fraction did not always contain the amount of DNA expected
from the results of the diphenylamine reaction of the unfractionated sample.
Very low amounts were obtained when the mitochondria were isolated with
the aid of the omnimixer. In these cases values as low as 10% of the amount
of DNA given in table 1 were found. An example is included in figure 4.
g. Figure 7 shows the analysis of a mitochondrial DNA extract after
chromatography on a Sepharose 2B column with respect to the absorbancy
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Figure 6

FIG. 5. Effect of the number of deproteinization steps on the separation of DNA and contamina
ting substances as shown by chromatography on Sepharose 2B columns.
FIG. 6. Sepharose 2B chromatograms after incubation of a mitochondrial DNA extract a) wit
hout enzyme treatment (---), and after pronase treatment ( ); b) after RNase (---) and after
DNase ( ) treatment.
at 254 ιτιμ, and protein and DNA content as determined by colorimetrie
reactions. In the second peak of the chromatogram diphenylamine positive
material was found. This was only found in mitochondrial preparations that
were isolated with the aid of the omnimixer, incubated with DNase, and not
purified by isopyenic centrifugation. The diphenylamine positive material in
the second peak was DNase sensitive. On the basis of these observations it
is supposed that this material represents rather low molecular weight DNA.
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FIG. 7. Analysis of a mitochondrial DNA extract with respect to the absorbancy at 254mp,
and the protein and DNA content.

3.3.6. Isolation of DNA by phenol treatment
Only a limited number of preparations were studied with this technique,
as the amount of DNA obtained was frequently very low.
It was noted that large quantities of DNA were lost in the interphase layer
obtained after centrifugation of the emulsion of phenol and mitochondrial
material in the buffer. When the final DNA preparations were chromatographed on Sepharose 2B columns the DNA was well separated from the
contaminating material. DNA isolated by this technique was used in part for
electron microscopic investigations.

3.3.7. Chromatography of mitochondrial DNA extracts on МАК

columns

Chromatography was carried out either at room temperature or at 4° C.
Figure 8 shows examples of the results obtained with several isolation pro
cedures. Figure 8a shows the pattern of a DNA extract prepared from mito
chondria which were obtained by manual homogenization, and by treatment
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a) DNA extracted by the routine procedure and chromatographed at room temperature.
b) same procedure as under a); but after only 3 deproteimzations, e) DNA extracted by the
routine isolation procedure without RNase treatment; chromatography carried out at 4 0 C.

with DNase. The DNA extract was prepared by the routine procedure
(section 3.2.5.).
Ninety percent of the absorbancy measured in the unfractionated sample
was elutable with 0.4 M NaCI (not shown in the figure). Similar results were
obtained with mitochondrial DNA extracts isolated by phenol treatment.
Figure 8b shows an example of the results obtained with the same pro
cedure as described under a; except that deproteinization was carried out
only 3 times. Incomplete separation was obtained in these cases. Again the
bulk of the material was not retained by the column.
Figure 8c shows an example of the results obtained when DNA was
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precipitated twice, and 6 times deproteinized during isolation, but without
RNase treatment. Chromatography was carried out at 4° C. DNA and
contaminating components are well separated. A large amount of the material
applied to the column was elutable with 0.1 M NaCl (not shown in the
picture). The material that was elutable with the starting buffer did not
contain DNA. Comparable results were obtained with DNA samples isolated
without precipitation of DNA from solution and without RNase treatment;
but with a sufficient number of deproteinization steps (6). Therefore it can be
concluded that RNase treatment is not necessary when the final purification
step consists of chromatography on MAK columns.

3.4. DISCUSSION

The routine procedure for isolation of mitochondria (section 3.2.1.) resul
ted in reproducible preparations with low contamination of non-mitochondrial
components detectable by light- and electron microscopy.
The amount of protein per gram of liver (25.8 ± 3.8 mg) was higher than
the 21.4 mg'g reported by Nass et al., (1965). However, when calculated
per 100 ml of mitochondria the same value was found as reported by Estabrook and Holowinsky (1961) namely 15.1 g of protein. The amount of
DNA (0.50 ± 0.11 μg) per mg of protein and the calculated amount of DNA
per gram of liver (12.9 \.ig) were of the same order of magnitude as those
found by others (Nass et al., 1965; Kroon et al., 1966; Schneider and Kuff,
1965).
The reproducibility of these values depended both on a standardized
technique for the isolation of the mitochondria, and on standardized methods
for the determination of the DNA and protein content.
Disruption of the tissue and the cells with a Servali omnimixer was not
favourable for the following reasons:
a. Nuclear fragments in the mitochondrial pellet increased.
b. Incubation of the mitochondrial preparation with DNase resulted in a
very low yield of high molecular weight DNA (fig. 4), whereas a considerable
amount of rather low molecular weight DNA, presumably degraded DNA,
was observed (fig. 7) when the omnimixer had been used. These results
suggest, that the treatment of the nuclei and the mitochondria with the Sorvall
omnimixer damaged them in such a way that DNase could enter the structures
and degrade the DNA. Digestion, however, was incomplete as the degra
dation products were still precipitable with 96% ethanol and could not be
dialyzed out of the preparation. The very low amount of high molecular
weight DNA that could be extracted from these preparations as compared
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to extracts from mitochondria isolated without the mixer suggested that at
least part of the low molecular weight DNA was of mitochondrial origin.
This assumption could be supported by observations of Nass et al., (1965)
and Kazakova and Markosian, (1966) who found an increased resistance of
mitochondrial DNA to DNase I treatment.
It remains to be explained, however, why the enzyme treatment did not
result in a series of breakdown products; but instead comprised a group of
molecules that were completely separated from the high molecular weight
DNA. (fig. 7).
After isopycnic centrifugation a remarkable reduction in contaminating
material was observed which could be due to a separation of mitochondria
from pieces of the endoplasmic reticulum with attached ribosomes. A
complete separation between mitochondria and nuclei, or nuclear fragments,
was not obtained, and therefore this purification step cannot replace DNase
treatment of isolated mitochondria.
DNA extracts prepared from mitochondria isolated with the aid of the
omnimixer, treated with DNase, and subsequently purified by isopycnic centrifugation, did not contain the rather low molecular weight DNA fraction.
An explanation could be that the partly degraded molecules inside the mitochondria escape during isopycnic centrifugation, as the mitochondria swell
by this treatment.
Characterization of the mitochondrial DNA extracts by chromatography
on Sepharose 2B and MAK columns revealed that the isolation and purification procedure could not completely eliminate contaminating materials.
When a sufficient number of deproteinization steps was applied the RNase
treatment of DNA extracts could be omitted from the isolation procedure
without affecting the separation of DNA and contaminating compounds. As
in this case in all elution steps U.V. absorbing material is obtained (fig. 8c)
an incomplete step-wise elution of the applied DNA extract (Dawid, 1966;
Kirschner et al., 1968) might result in DNA preparations contaminated with
other substances.
It can be assumed that the presence of more DNA containing fractions
after MAK column chromatography of mitochondrial DNA refers to differences in molecular weight of the DNA molecules (cf. chapter VI).
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CHAPTER IV

INVESTIGATIONS ON THE QUANTITATIVE
AND QUALITATIVE ISOLATION
OF DNA FROM RAT LIVER
4.1.

INTRODUCTION

A number of steps must be performed in order to obtain pure DNA.
Each of these steps might cause the loss of part of the DNA originally present.
In order to have an impression of the population of DNA molecules in the
nuclear fraction of rat liver, it was important to know both the loss of DNA
during the course of the isolation procedure, and the purity of the final
product. The results of experiments performed in order to investigate these
problems were used to devise an isolation procedure with a minimal loss
and optimal purity of DNA.

4 . 2 . GENERAL METHODS

Samples were withdrawn from the extracts after the various isolation and
purification steps for determination of DNA content, and the presence of
contaminating RNA and protein. Determination of the DNA content in
samples obtained after lysis with SDS and incubation with 1 M salt solution,
was carried out as described earlier (Eling 1967 b). As soon as the protein
was partly removed from the preparation, either by chloroform treatment, or
by precipitation of DNA, the samples were dialyzed against SSC and the
DNA content determined in two ways: 1) by comparing the absorbancy of
the solution with that of a DNA solution prepared from a known amount of
calf thymus DNA and 2) by comparing the results of the diphenylamine
reaction with those obtained by use of standard DNA. The possible difference
between the results obtained by these 2 methods indicated the presence of
contaminating substances e.g. RNA.
Whether the contaminating material was RNA or not was investigated by
the RNase sensitivity of this material. This was judged by the decrease of
the absorbancy of the solution at 260 τημ after enzyme treatment and dialysis,
or by chromatography on columns of Sephadex G200 and Sepharose 2B
before and after RNase treatment.
All the experiments were carried out in duplicate, unless otherwise stated.
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4 . 3 . EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The yield of DNA was comparable whether DNA was prepared from
fresh rat liver or from liver which was frozen prior to DNA extraction
(routine isolation procedure). In both cases an average of 1.98 mg of DNA
per gram of liver was obtained. However the standard deviation was very
large when fresh liver was used ( ± 0.57) as compared to the deviation ob
tained with frozen liver as the starting material: ± 0.14.
Two methods were investigated for the homogenization of the tissue viz.
manually with a glass-teflon homogenizer, or with a Servali omnimixer. In
these experiments the nuclear fraction was suspended in 8 volumes of SSC
per gram of liver after homogenization. After SDS treatment the suspension
was incubated with 1 M NaC10 4 , and DNA was precipitated from the
solution with isopropanol, redissolved in 1 M NaC10 4 and reprecipitated. The
experiments with the Sorvall omnimixer were not carried out in duplicate.
The results of these experiments, given in table 2 show that manual homo
genization resulted in a high and reproducible yield of DNA.
TABLE 2. Effect of mixer speed and mixing time on the yield of DNA, and compared with
the results after manual homogenization.
speed (rpm)
time (seconds)
yield:
(mg DNA/g
liver)
number of
prep.

manual
2700
homogeniz
ation
30

9500

и500

11500 6500 6500 9500

60

30

60

120

300

180

i.54±o.o8

o . 8 o ± o . o 6 i . 2 4 ± o . i 4 o . 9 2 ± o . o 5 1.05

0.79

0.71

0.52

6

5

1

I

I

4

3

2

When the mixer was used for 30 seconds at 2700 rpm incomplete homo
genization was obtained which resulted in the formation of clumps during
lysis that could not easily be broken up and hence resulted in loss of DNA.
A better recovery was obtained when the mixer was used for 60 seconds at
9500 rpm, but the yield was still lower than that obtained with the glassteflon homogenizer. Even higher speeds and prolonged mixing times resulted
in increasing loss of DNA.
As the liver cells contain a high amount of RNA and protein, a large
number of washings of the nuclear fraction might remove these substances
as far as possible prior to lysis. The yield of DNA from a nuclear pellet
washed twice was the same as that obtained from a pellet washed 6 times.
However there was twice as much protein in the final DNA solution ob39

tained from the ргііеі washed twice, moreover in this preparation only
88% of the DNA as determined by the absorbancy of the solution could be
accounted for by the results of the diphenylamine reaction.
A preliminary lysis of the cells with 0.5 mg of lysozyme per milliliter homogenate prior to SDS treatment neither improved the extraction of DNA,
nor influenced protein and RNA contamination. This applies also to freezing
and thawing immediately after lysis with SDS had started, and to incubation
at 60° С for 10 minutes during lysis.
During lysis the preparation is stirred gently on a magnetic stirrer to
facilitate lysis and to obtain homogeneous preparations. Under these con
ditions the time allowed for lysis is important. One hour of lysis yielded
74% of the amount of DNA recovered after a lysis time of 3 hours.
The SDS concentration during lysis also influenced the recovery of the
DNA. Lysis with a 2% SDS concentration yielded 87% of the amount of
DNA obtained after lysis with a 0.5% SDS. This difference of 13% in yield
was reduced to 7% when the same SDS concentrations were used in partially
purified DNA preparations.
The amount of SSC in which the nuclear pellet was suspended immediately
bsfore lysis also affected the yield as may be concluded from table 3. In these
experiments the DNA was isolated by two cycles of SDS treatment, incu
bation in 1 M NaC10 4 , and precipitation.
TABLE 3. The effect of the volume during lysis on the yield of D N A .
ml. medium/g liver
yield:
(mg DNA/g liver)
number of prep.

3

6

8

0.67 + 0.08
4

1.28 ± 0.15
4

1.31 ± 0.20

10

5

1.33
2

When the nuclear pellet was suspended in a small volume (3 or 6 ml of
SSC per gram liver) very viscous suspensions resulted and the sediment after
treatment with 1 M NaC10 4 and centrifugation remained gelatinous, indica
ting the presence of DNA. This could be avoided by vigorous shaking
during lysis which can not be recommended, because of shear degradation
of DNA. Therefore the nuclear pellet was suspended in 8 to 10 volumes of
SSC'g liver prior to lysis.
Whether 1 M NaC10 4 or 1 M NaCl was used had no effect on the yield
and the protein contamination of the final product. However, the average
RNA contamination in the samples incubated with 1 M NaCl was 7% in
contrast to the pure DNA preparations when 1 M NaC10 4 was used.
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The solution was either deproteinized by treatment with a chloroform
isoamylalcohol (24 : 1 v/v) mixture, or by precipitation of the DNA from a
1 M NaC10 4 solution. Two experiments were performed to investigate the
influence of the duration of the chloroform treatment. In both experiments
chloroform treatment was carried out with the aid of a shaking machine
(140 cycles per minute). The isolation and purification procedure was differ
ent in both experiments. In the first experiment (preparations 1 to 4) the
livers were homogenized with a glass-teflon homogenizer; whereas in the
second (preparations 5-8) the Sorvall omnimixer was used for 30 seconds at
9500 rpm.
In both cases lysis was carried out in 2% SDS for 2 hours at 30° C, or
for 1 hour at 40° С respectively. Both preparations were incubated with
1 M NaC10 4 followed by centrifugation. Preparations 5 to 8 were deproteini
zed immediately; whereas in preparations 1 to 4 a preliminary treatment
with RNase (50 μg'ml) was carried out. After chloroform treatment all
preparations were incubated with RNase (50 μg''ml) followed by a 5 minute
chloroform treatment. Finally, the DNA was precipitated with isopropanol
and redissolved in SSC.
The results of the experiments are given in table 4.
According to these results the duration of the shaking time did not
influence the yield of the DNA; although for some unknown reason a low
yield was obtained for the sample that was shaken for 30 minutes. It is also
clear from this table that a prolonged shaking time is not very effective in
the reduction of the amount of protein in the sample; the precipitation step
is more effective; but it should be mentioned that precipitation of DNA from
solutions not deproteinized results in a loss of DNA.
When the results after the first chloroform treatment in both series (prep.
1-4 and 5-8) are compared, a considerable higher amount of protein is found
if a preliminary treatment with RNase was carried out. A similar observation
is made when the protein content after the first and second chloroform
treatment are compared in the second series (prep. 5-8). However, this
increase of the protein concentration was not found in the first series,
although the concentration remained high.
The first chloroform treatment caused a loss of DNA of 1 to 1 1 % , fol
lowing the routine procedure.
Whether DNA was precipitated from a 1 M NaC10 4 solution with isopro
panol or with 96% ethanol had no effect on the yield of DNA or the amount
of protein in the DNA preparation. However, when RNase treatment was
omitted from the isolation procedure RNA contamination was more easily
eliminated by isopropanol treatment.
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TABLE 4. The effect of the deproteinization period on the yield of DNA and the removal of protein from solution.
shaking time
(minutes)
preparations 1-4

Mg protein/
ml DNA extract
yield:
mg DNA/g liver

preparations 5-8

pg protein/
ml DNA extract
yield :
mg DNA/g liver

5++

ΙΟ

15

20

102.1
100.6
21.7

97-7
ΙΟΙ.I

95-6
98.8
15-9

95.6
991
13.8

ΐ·53

19.6
1.49

1.55

30

45

RNase-·RNase
isop. precip.

1.51

37.8
84.2

З5.2

ЗОЛ

79-9

78.2

11.6

12.3

8.3

1.28

60

1.15

+
This column indicates the step after which the determination of the protein content was carried out.
•+ Shaking was carried out on a shaking machine with 140 cycles per minute.

1.26

26.6
73.0
5-8
1.28

ι M NaCKV
RNase
isop. precip.

Finally, the loss of DNA due to SDS treatment was investigated. In the
routine isolation and purification procedure the amount of DNA lost in the
first part of the procedure including the first precipitation was 9 to 19%.
When DNA preparations were incubated with SDS after the first precipitation
an additional loss of 18 to 38% of DNA was found. In these cases the loss of
DNA due to SDS treatment bears no relationship to the amount of protein
(6.4%) present in these samples.
Without SDS treatment the second precipitation step caused the loss of
9 to 15% of the DNA; whereas 3 to 9% was lost when a preliminary
chloroform treatment was applied.

TABLE 5. Purity of the DNA samples after various preparational steps.
preparation step
I8* chloroform treatment
1 s t precipitation
2 n d precipitation

percentage
84±7
95 ir 6
98±4

In table 5 the purity of the DNA samples after various steps of the routine
isolation procedure is indicated The figures are expressed as the percentage
of the amount of DNA, as determined by the absorbancy at 260 πιμ
accounted for by the results of the diphcnylamine reaction.
The amount of protein in purified DNA solutions varied from 0 to 3.6%.
Vt.

i

4.4. DISCUSSION
The results were more reproducible when the tissue was frozen immediately
after preparation. As the average yield was the same in both procedures the
question arises whether the occasionally high yields obtained with fresh liver
suggests that part of the DNA was routinely lost when frozen liver was used.
As frequently much lower yields of DNA were obtained when fresh liver
was used, this procedure is not recommended. Savitsky and Stand (1965)
also reported reduced yield when fresh material was processed, and Kay et al.
(1952) reported the presence of depolymcrized DNA.
Chargaff et al. (1950; 1953) reported the necessity of exhaustive preliminary
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washing of the nuclear pellet before DNA extraction to eliminate pentose
containing material in order to obtain satisfactory DNA samples. In their
work this was essential because at that time contaminating RNA could not
be eliminated without serious loss of DNA. With the preparational steps
described in our routine procedure the removal of RNA did not pose serious
problems, although the amount of RNA and protein in the final product
increased if preliminary washing was reduced.
For the homogenization of tissues some kind of a mixer is frequently used
(Chargaff, 1955; Colter et al., 1962; Segovia et al., 1965; Thomas étal.,
1966). The results of table 2 show that the use of the Sorvall omnimixer
resulted in a lower yield of DNA when compared with homogenization in a
glass-teflon homogenizcr. The increased loss of DNA with high speeds and
longer mixing times can be explained by excessive breakage of DNA molecules which can not be precipitated from solution any more. The rather
low yield when the tissue was disrupted with a speed of 2700 rpm for
30 seconds can be explained by an incomplete homogenization of the tissue
resulting in clumping during lysis, and hence in poor DNA extraction.
According to these results the use of a mixer during the preparation of DNA
should be avoided.
In order to improve lysis the suspended nuclear pellet could also be incubated with lysozyme prior to SDS treatment (Marmur, 1961); but according
to our results there are obviously no cells or nuclei present in the homogenate that resist lysis by SDS treatment as there was no improvement.
Freezing and thawing of the preparation during SDS treatment did not
affect the results probably because the liver had already been frozen and
thawed before homogenization.
In order to avoid shear degradation as far as possible the DNA containing
suspensions were stirred gently during lysis. Here lysis time was important.
Short lysis times resulted in heterogeneous preparations with jellyficd sediments after centrifugation, which indicate the presence of DNA. For this
reason it is advisable to centrifuge the extract after lysis and incubation with
1 M salt concentration, and prior to deproteinization with chloroform, in
order to judge the effectiveness of the DNA extraction.
Similar results were obtained when the nuclear pellet was suspended in
a small volume of SSC prior to lysis (3 and 6 ml/g liver, table 3). Again,
very viscous, jellyficd suspensions are obtained that cannot be broken up by
gentle stirring.
Ohlenbusch et al. (1967) described the greater dissociation effect on histonDNA complexes of NaC10 4 , as compared to NaCl. Our results on homogenates did not show a significant difference between these salts concerning
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the yield of DNA. The question whether the increased RNA contamination
in the preparations incubated with NaCl originated from DNA-RNA-protein
complexes (Swingle and Cole, 1966) which are dissociated in the 1 M NaC10 4
solution remained open.
For the deproteinization of a DNA solution chloroform treatment was
chosen. To avoid the occurrence of massive interphase layers during deproteinization the suspension was first ccntrifuged to remove insoluble material. Another advantage of this step was that the compactness of the sediment
obtained reflected the effectiveness of the DNA extraction. It should be
mentioned that massive interphase layers of insoluble material take up DNA
by occlusion. It can be concluded from the results in table 4 that the duration
of the deproteinization procedure hardly affected the elimination of proteins
from the solutions. The uniform yield of DNA obtained under these conditions suggests that excessive breakage of DNA did not occur. A sharp
decrease in the amount of protein contamination is observed after precipitation of the DNA from solution. It should be pointed out, however, that
without a preliminary chloroform treatment the precipitation of the DNA
from solution resulted in lower yield of DNA. This is probably caused by
the precipitation of DNA-protein complexes that do not redissolve in SSC.
Moreover a failure to remove effectively protein by chloroform treatment
from the DNA extract after incubation with RNase was observed.
Therefore, instead of exhaustive deproteinization by repeated chloroform
treatments, which implies the repeated dispersion of DNA molecules with an
immiscible liquid, and hence the risk of shear degradation, a combination of
deproteinization and precipitation was preferred.
Although RNase acted under the conditions given in table 4, (prep. 1-4),
this step was carried out after the first precipitation in the routine procedure
to be sure that as much RNA as possible was removed.
Repeated SDS treatment in order to purify the DNA solution resulted in
a high loss of DNA (18 to 38%). Possibly the protein contamination in these
solutions is not responsible for this loss as the concentration of protein is
rather low (6.4%).
As the sample could be purified equally well by a combination of deproteinization and precipitation of the DNA, only one SDS step was included in
the routine procedure.
Further analysis of the DNA samples obtained with the isolation procedure
is necessary. Therefore, the characterization of the DNA samples by ion
exchange chromatography on methylated albumin kieselguhr columns, and
the analysis of the DNA samples with electron microscopic techniques (resp.
next section and chapter VI) were undertaken.
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4.5.

CHARACTERIZATION OF DNA BY CHROMATOGRAPHY ON MAK COLUMNS

4.5.1. Introduction
The fractionation of DNA by columns prepared with basic proteins is
based on the work of Brown and Watson (1953) and Brown and Martin
(1955). Lerman (1955) used the esterif¡cation of proteins described by Fraenkel-Conrat and Olcott (1945) to obtain a basic protein which was more
economical than histon. A procedure for the preparation of columns consisting of methylated albumin on kieselguhr was described by Mandell and
Hershey (1960). This column consisted of 3 layers. The observations of
Sueoka and Cheng (1962) suggested that comparable results can be obtained
with a column consisting of only one layer of kieselguhr loaded with protein
and that step wise elution could improve fractionation when compared with
a continuous gradient.
Okamoto and Kawade (1963) used silicic acid instead of kieselguhr as
it could hold more methylated albumin, which results in an increased capacity of the column favourable for large scale preparations.
Improved resolution was noted when a specially selected kieselguhr was
used for the preparation of the MAK (Altmann étal., 1967) or when
esterification was carried out at 37° С instead of at room temperature
(Hayashi et al., 1963). Osawa and Sibatani (1967) noted irregular elution
patterns when chromatography was carried out at 4° С instead of at room
temperature.
Fractionation of DNA on МАК columns is based on molecular weight,
hydrogen bonding (Mandell and Hershey, 1960), and base composition
(Sueoka and Cheng 1962, Cheng and Sueoka 1963). As several species of
RNA are also retained by the column and can be eluted under proper
conditions (Mandell and Hershey, 1960) the column can also be used for
the separation of DNA from RNA.
Although chromatography of DNA on МАК columns is a widespread
procedure, other ion exchange columns have been used, e.g. benzoylated,
naphtoylated DEAE-cellulose columns (Komano and Sinsheimer, 1968);
Ecteola columns, (Bendich et ai, 1958; Mita and Scherbaum, 1965); DEAEcellulose paper strips and pulp (Davila et al., 1965 a, b; Charles and Ledoux,
1966).
МАК column chromatography was introduced for the characterization of
the isolated DNA samples. Variation in the results made it necessary to
investigate the technique in greater detail.
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The electron microscopic analysis of the DNA fractions obtainable by
MAK column chromatography will be described in section 6.2.

4.5.2. Experimental observations
Several commercial samples of kieselguhr (British Drug Houses, KochLight, Merck) were used for the preparation of the suspensions. Although
considerable variation in the elution pattern could be obtained, these differ
ences disappeared when kieselguhr was thorougly washed with O.l N HCl
followed by 0.1 N NH 4 OH, double distilled water, and starting buffer before
use.
No increased resolution in the chromatographic pattern was obtained
when methylation of the albumin was carried out at 37 0 С as described
by Hayashy et al. (1963).
Irreproducible patterns and recovery of DNA are often due to the occur
rence of channels in the column during the elution. The following precautions
should be taken to avoid this:
a) constant temperature during chromatography; b) degassing of the МАК
suspension before use; c) the application of constant pressure during elution.
It was found preferable to place the pump, which provided the constant
pressure, in the inlet of the column (figure 1). When it was placed in the
outlet the lower part of the column sometimes ran dry. It was also found
favourable to prepare and wash the МАК column immediately before the
DNA was applied.
With all DNA samples from different sources reproducible patterns were
obtained.
Chromatograms obtained from DNA preparations isolated from the nuclear
fraction of rat tissues, frequently contained two or more peaks. Examples
are given in figure 9. However, high molecular weight DNA from calf thymus
was recovered as a single peak (figure 9b).
As indicated in figures 9 and 10 it was not possible with this semi-auto
matic elution system to prevent an overlap between the succeeding elutions.
This tailing effect was minimal with mitochondrial and plasmodial DNA
samples if isolated with the routine procedure. This may be explained by a
greater homogeneity of the DNA molecules in these preparations.
With regard to the DNA isolated from the nuclear pellet of rat liver tissue
the capacity of the МАК column is probably below 1 mg of DNA/10 ml of
МАК suspension as can be concluded from the results of table 6. The appli
cation of 1 mg or more resulted in an increased amount of DNA elutable with
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FIG. 9. МАК column chromatograms of DNA samples isolated by the routine procedure;
commercial calf thymus DNA as standard.

the starting buffer, and therefore was not retained by the column. Moreover
the number of salt concentrations at which DNA is eluted increased.
DNA samples isolated from the same type of tissue did not always give
a reproducible chromatographic pattern. Some extreme results are given
in table 7. In all cases the same routine isolation procedure was used. The
variations observed could not be correlated with the ε(Ρ)* values or the
protein content of the preparations.

*) The ε (Ρ) value is defined as the atomic extinction coefficient with respect to phosphorus
(Chargaff and Zamenhof, 1948),
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TABLE 6. Capacity of the MAK column.
pg DNA

% DNA obtained in the elulion steps
0.4

0.5

676

3.7

_

IOI4

II.6
19.0

1352

-

0.6

0.66

0.7

0.8

38.2
23.2
12.5

I8.I
20.3

_

40.0

4.1

34.6

8.4

19.4

0.9

l.oMNaCI

Recovery (%)

_

14.7

100
100

6.2
12.2

86.2

TABLE 7. Variation of the chromatographic pattern of independently prepared DNA samples.
liver

DNA

kid Iney

%

%

%

%

18.1

21.8

22.0

16.4

2.7
8.0

З.2
II.O

8.6

17.7
1.8
18.0

31-4

34-3

7-2

6.0
8.8

13-7
12.6

19.2

9-4
43

34

2.3
0.3

2.3

M

-

17-5
7-2
3-2

Recovery ( % )

83.4

899

89.8

ε(Ρ)

6740

6770

7450

0.4 M N a C l
0.5
0.6
0.66
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

2.8
50.0

3-8

%

%
9-4

1.5

1-7
3.0

4·3

%

%

II.O
0.2
2.1

%

9-5

13.5
0.2
22.0

0.4
16.3
29.1

-

15-2
13.0

493
18.6
9.0

54I
15-4

7-9

7-9
6.4

7-4

3-2

3-1

2.5

1-5
0.6

1-9
1.0

91.7

8o.i

96.7

92.8

72.5

SS·?

7210

6520

6740

6620

6700

624Ο

-32.4
IO.7
З.О
1.9

TABLE 8. Effect of the storage time of DNA and MAK on the chromatographic pattern.
storage time (weeks)

_
-

8

3
3

4
4

/0

%

%

%

0.4 M N a C l

3.7

10.5

0.5
0.6
0.66

-

-

4.2

0.6

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

34.0
16.1

28.5
22.0
18.3

38.7
20.8
6.0

-

50
1.1

45
1.3

Recovery ( % )

894

89.6

71.9

MAK
DNA

35.6

4.6

-

1.0
19.З
24.7

9-8
4-7
0.9
65.0
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The addition of 1.5 mg of bovin serum albumin to the DNA preparation
before chromatography had no effect on the pattern or the recovery of the
DNA. This probably means, that free protein does not interfere with the
binding mechanism.
Calf thymus DNA was used as a standard to determine whether differences
obtained in the chromatographic profile were caused by variations in the
population of DNA molecules in the preparations, or by changes in the
binding capacity of the MAK suspension. This was important because the
binding capacity of the MAK suspension changed when stored longer than
three weeks, as can be deduced from the results in table 8. Storage of the
MAK suspension resulted in a decreased recovery, and part of the DNA
became elutable with salt concentrations higher than 0.8 M NaCl. However,
the latter phenomenon could also partly be ascribed to an ageing effect of
the DNA, as can also be deduced from table 8. Moreover, the storage of
DNA resulted in an increase in the amount of DNA elutable at salt concen
trations lower than 0.66 M NaCl.
Another remarkable observation was made concerning the temperature
at which chromatography was performed. Three temperatures were tested:
22° C, 10° С, 4 е С The results obtained in these investigations showed
5 general phenomena:
a. The lower the temperature, the more of the DNA was eluted at lower
salt concentrations (fig. 10, a, b, c).
b. Recovery of the DNA was increased when chromatography was per
formed at 4° C, provided the DNA was not already completely recovered at
room temperature. However, a recovery of 100% was not obtained in all
cases (fig. 10b).
с The overlap between succeeding elution steps was reduced with de
creasing temperature (fig. 10b).
d. The elution profile obtained at 10° С was always intermediate between
those obtained at 22° С and 4° С (fig. 10, a, c).
e. When chromatography was carried out at 4° С the DNA molecules
were eluted one step earlier in the procedure, as compared with the results
obtained at 22° С (fig. 10, a, c).
It would be interesting to analyse electron microscopically the increased
resolution obtained when chromatography was carried out at 10° С and to
determine whether the length or configuration of the molecules are respon
sible.
Sueoka and Cheng (1962) reported that denatured DNA is either not
eluted from МАК columns or is eluted with higher salt concentrations.
In order to investigate the possibility that the elution of DNA with salt
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concentrations above 0.66 M NaCl was caused by some denaturation during
the isolation procedure a temperature treatment prior to chromatography was
carried out. For this purpose DNA samples (500 μg) dissolved in SSC were
incubated at the desired temperature for 10 minutes, and cooled quickly in
an ice bath. After cooling the samples were diluted to 25 μg of DNA/ml
with the starting buffer and stored overnight at room temperature.
ТЬз results obtained with calf thymus DNA are given in table 9.

TABLE 9. Effect of а ю minute treatment of DNA at various temperatures on the chromato
graphic pattern.
2.-2ГС

65°C

850C

950C

iooüC

%

%

%

%

%

0.4 M NaCl

2-9

7-9

6.9

5-4

0.5
0.6

-

1-9

I.I

4.2

6.8

I.I

1.0

90.6

699

0-7
0.8

3-7
2.0

8.1

0.9

0.9

1.6

66.1
7-6
8.4
3.6

7-4
4-3
•·9

21.9
15.0
10.5
10.0

2-5
5-2
9-1
18.5

1.0

1.2

2.1

2.8

5-4

6.5

I0I.3

100.3

97.6

73.4

55-4

0.66

Recovery (%)

2.0

Incubation of DNA at 65° С or higher resulted in the elution of part of
the DNA with salt concentrations below 0.66 M NaCl, and this amount did
not change remarkably as can be deduced from table 9. However, with
increasing temperature an increasing amount of DNA was eluted with salt
concentrations higher than 0.66 M. The results obtained from the samples
incubated at 65° С and 85° С are much the same. They are distinguished
by a drastic reduction in the amount of DNA eluted with 0.66 M NaCl. The
significance of the difference observed in the 0.6 M and 0.8 M NaCl elution
steps is not understood. Parallel experiments with rat liver DNA (not de
scribed here) did not show this difference.
DNA incubated at 95° С or 100° С showed an increasing amount of
DNA remaining on the column. The changes observed in the chromatographic
pattern of DNA samples treated at 85° С or higher suggest that a temperature
dependent change in the molecules that were eluted at lower temperatures
with 0.66 M NaCl occurred.
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4.5.3. Discussion
Reproducible results were obtained with the semi-automatic elution
procedure.
Although at room temperature the main proportion of the DNA was
frequently eluted with 0.66 M NaCl, additional peaks were obtained and
sometimes an overlap between the fractions, despite the fact that the
elution volume was higher than in the original procedure (Sueoka and
Cheng, 1962). Since it is known that the higher the molecular weight the
higher the salt concentration necessary to elute the DNA (Mandell and
Hershey, 1960), it could be assumed that the heterogeneity of the molecules
in the DNA preparation with respect to length caused this phenomenon.
This assumption is supported by the electron microscopic analysis of sam
ples taken after chromatography on MAK columns (see section 6.2.). The
length distributions of unfractionated DNA samples also revealed a consider
able heterogeneity, which varied from one preparation to another (see section
6.1. and 6.3.). This could explain the variation in the chromatographic
patterns obtained with several individual DNA preparations of the same type
of tissue (table 7). Since all these samples were prepared with the routine
isolation procedure, this indicates that the standardization of this procedure
is still insufficient and that a variable breakage of the molecules occurred
during isolation.
The ε (Ρ) value of a DNA preparation is supposed to provide information
about the integrity of the DNA (Chargaff and Zamenhof, 1948). However,
when these values are compared to the chromatographic pattern neither a
correlation with the total recovery of the DNA nor with the amount of
DNA eluted with salt concentrations higher than 0.66 M NaCl could be
observed (table 6). Probably the ε (Ρ) values of these DNA preparations do
not solely refer to the integrity of the DNA molecules.
The changes in the MAK suspension during storage at 4° С for 3 weeks
or longer are obscure. Therefore, the reduced recovery obtained after storage
of the МАК suspension for 3 weeks or longer cannot be explained (table 8).
Electron microscopic analysis of aged DNA (section 6.3.) showed that prob
ably during storage degradation of DNA molecules proceeded, which could
explain the increased amount of DNA elutable with salt concentrations lower
than 0.66 M NaCl. However, the electron microscopic observations cannot
explain why an increased amount of DNA became elutable with salt concen
trations higher than 0.66 M NaCl.
The increased recovery and the reduced tailing when chromatography was
carried out at reduced temperatures can be assumed to be improvements of
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the procedure. The patterns obtained when chromatography was carried out
at 10° С may indicate an increased resolution. Electron microscopic analysis
of the fractions could prove whether it is a real increase in resolution or not.
It seems unlikely that the shift in the clution patterns obtained after chromato
graphy at lower temperatures together with the increase in resolution and
recovery can be explained by a reduction in the binding capacity of the
column material at lower tempsratures, since in this case we would expect
that the additionally eluted DNA molecules would be eluted with higher salt
concentrations. Except for the increased recovery there does not seem to be
an increased resolution when chromatography is carried out at 4° C, as the
molecules are eluted simply 1 step earlier.
The chromatographic behaviour of DNA samples exposed to higher
temperatures was remarkable. The considerable decrease in the amount of
DNA eluted with 0.66 M NaCl (table 9) with increasing temperatures may
be due to the disappearence of aggregates at these temperatures (Marmur
et al., 1963). These aggregates might be dissolved at 65° С or higher, which
could explain why only minor changes were found in the amount of DNA
eluted with salt concentrations below 0.66 M. The relative constancy of this
amount of DNA even after treatment at 100° С suggests that these molecules
probably do not take part in the denaturation process.
It is well established that the stability of the DNA double helix depends
on the number of G-C pairs in the molecule, which increase with increasing
length, of the molecule (Marmur et al., 1963). Hence we would expect that
the molecules eluted at lower salt concentrations i.e. the presumedly shorter
molecules are affected first in the denaturation process, and remain bound to
the column. The reduced total recovery, and the reduced recovery in the
0.66 M NaCl step with temperature treatments at 90° С or higher is in
accordance with the observations of Sueoka and Cheng (1962).
The reason why part of the molecules were eluted at higher salt concen
trations remained obscure. One may speculate that partial strand separation
at higher temperatures induces aggregate formation during cooling especially
when high DNA concentrations are used.
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CHAPTER V

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS
OF ISOLATED DNA
5.1.

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1. History
From the work of Mirsky and Pollister (1942) and Pollister and Mirsky
(1946) it could be expected that isolated DNA molecules are of an order
of magnitude which would make electron microscopic investigations feasible.
The earliest report found dealing with the electron microscopy of nucleoproteins was that of Clark et al., (1943). For some unknown reason this
technique with its promising possibilities was developed rather late.
It was not until 1948 that the first electron micrographs of isolated DNA
were reported (Scott, 1948). However, in the following years the main
problem i.e. the preparation procedure, though recognized, could not be
solved.
The methods available for the preparation of DNA for electron microscopic examination, such as drying or freeze drying of droplets of a DNA
containing solution pipetted or sprayed onto the supporting layer resulted
in bundles of DNA with many branches (Scott, 1948; Williams, 1952;
Kahler and Loyd, 1953). The important observation made in these investigations was that the diameter of single DNA strands was about 20 A. The
detailed observation of the strands was hampered by the granularity of the
background due to the evaporated metals used for the contrasting of the
molecules, and an uneven surface film on which the DNA was deposited.
An important improvement was introduced by Hall (1956). The spraying
of dilute DNA containing solutions onto the very smooth surface of freshly
cleaved mica enabled the observation and measurement of single molecules
in pseudo-replicas made of these preparations (Hall and Litt, 1958). Using
this method Hall and Doty (1958) were able to make a comparison of the
dimensions of macromolecules, including a series of fragmented DNA molecules, as obtained by electron microscopy with those obtained by physicochemical methods.
These encouraging results were tempered somewhat by the observations
of Davison (1959) who found that DNA was sensitive to shear forces. This
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implied that the problem of transfer of DNA from solution to the supporting
film was not really solved, since spraying resulted in fragmentation of long
DNA molecules.
Beer (1961) described a technique which partially solved this problem. He
transferred the DNA molecules to the supporting film on the grid by streaking
the grid, membrane side down, horizontally along the surface of a DNA
solution. By this technique molecules of 35 μπι in length were obtained. The
number of molecules on each preparation suitable for measurement was,
however, very limited because many molecules stuck to the bars of the grid,
whereas others were tightly packed together. However, modifications of
this technique gave reliable results (Cairns, 1961; Bendet et al., 1962).
Further progress was achieved by Kleinschmidt who adopted the protein
monolayer technique (cf. Sobotka and Trurnit, 1961) for the preparation of
electron microscopic DNA specimens (Klcinschmidt and Zahn, 1958; 1959).
They showed that DNA alone was not able to form surface films. However,
when mixed with a suitable protein the DNA molecules were retained in
the protein monolayer formed at the air-water interphase and could be trans
ferred to a supporting film. The observation that stable, mixed DNA protein
films could be formed was first made by Mirsky and Pollister (1942) and
later by James and Mazia (1953); but these authors applied this technique
to the measurement of the thickness of the film in order to estimate the
size of the molecules.
The important advantages offered by the new spreading technique was
that a) only a very small amount, and a very low concentration of DNA
were necessary, thus avoiding concentration effects like aggregation; b) the
formation of DNA protein complexes prevented the lateral aggregation of
DNA molecules, and therefore made it possible to observe single molecules;
c) the observation of a large number of single molecules permitted the
analysis of the length distribution of the DNA molecules of a given pre
paration; d) when a wide bore pipette was used for the delivery of the DNA
protein solution to form a mixed monolayer the shear forces were kept at a
minimum, and even very long molecules could be studied (Kleinschmidt
et ai, 1962).
In an attempt to avoid additionally the shear forces acting during spreading
a diffusion technique was introduced by Lang et al., (1964). In this technique
the DNA molecules present in the hypophase entered the protein monolayer
on the surface of the DNA solution by diffusion. However, no differences in
DNA degradation by shear forces during the preparation of the mixed DNA
protein monolayer between the spreading and diffusion technique were
observed (Kleinschmidt 1968; Lang et al., 1967). An evaluation of the
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methods available is given in review articles by Kleinschmidt (1968) and
Lang et al., (1967). The results indicate that the limit of resolution of populations of DNA molecules is determined by degradative processes during the
isolation procedure, and not by the procedures used for preparation of
electron microscopic specimens.
5.1.2. The droplet technique
A simplification of the diffusion technique (Lang et ai, 1964) was described by Mayor and Jordan (1968) who used protein monolayers on droplets
of DNA containing solutions instead of on DNA containing solutions in a
trough. The extremely low amounts of DNA necessary for this technique
permitted the analysis of DNA and RNA from animal and plant virions not
readily available in quantities large enough for the application of the original
diffusion technique.
According to the results of Kleinschmidt (1959; 1968) a properly mixed
monolayer will be obtained when 1 mg of protein is spread over an area of
1 m2. The amount of protein transferred to the droplet can simply be changed
by changing the concentration of protein in the stock solution.
In this way the concentration in the protein layer is determined by the
dimensions of the droplets and the concentration in the stock solution; the
DNA concentration being kept constant. Moreover shear forces are at a
minimum as the DNA enters the protein layer by diffusion. Wide bore pipettes
(2-3 mm bore size) should be used for the formation of the DNA containing
droplets.
Another advantage of the droplet technique is the short distance the
molecules have to cover by diffusion in order to enter the monolayer. As
there is an inverse relationship between diffusion velocity and molecular
weight this should be advantageous for the long molecules that could be
expected in the mammalian DNA preparations under investigation.
5.1.3. The electron microscopic support
Until the work of Hall (1956) plastic supporting films on copper grids
were used routinely. As the granularity of the background partially caused
by an uneven surface of the film limited the resolution, Hall (1956) sprayed
the DNA containing solution onto the very smooth surface of freshly cleaved
mica, and prepared pseudo-replicas of these DNA preparations. Kleinschmidt
(1959) introduced cylinder-shaped platinum supports (Siemens type) with a
thin plastic film reinforced by carbon. This support has a good mechanical
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strength. It is not only easily handled with tweezers, but will also not be
deformed during uptake of the mixed DNA protein monolayer, which is
important for correct shadowing afterwards. Mac Hattie et al., (1963) solved
this problem by using nickel grids handled with a cylindrical magnet.
Nevertheless, copper grids were used routinely with good results. Plain
plastic supporting films are usually not preferred because they have to be
thick in order to remain stable in the electron microscope. No background
interference from the supporting film occurs when pure carbon films are
used for the adsorption of the mixed DNA protein layer. However, they are
very sensitive to mechanical deformation and have to be handled carefully
(Imman et al., 1965).
5.1.4. Visualization of the DNA molecules
Shadow technique
The DNA molecules have a very low electron scattering power because
they do not contain elements of high atomic number. To improve the contrast
heavy metals are deposited all along the molecules. Until the work of Kleinschmidt (1959) metal evaporation was routinely done from one direction.
Since there is little possibility of orientating the strands properly a large part
of information is lost in those places where DNA strands, or pieces of a
strand, run more or less parallel to the direction of shadowing.
Although stationary shadowing from more than one side gave good results
(Lang et al., 1967, Mac Hattie and Thomas, 1964) turn table shadowing as
introduced by Kleinschmidt (1959) is preferable. By this method all parts of
the molecules become visible. The rotary shadowing technique requires a
thinner layer of metal to obtain the same information, thus avoiding the risk
that details of structures disappear under the metal layer. The contrast
depends on the granularity of the evaporated metal, as well as on the optimal
thickness of the evaporated metal layer. As these parameters are readily
available now (Reimer, 1959) it is clear that a 40 A layer of chromium used
in the early work on DNA (Scott, 1948) could not result in optimal resolution.
The simultaneous evaporation of platinum and carbon should result in an
optimal, i.e. nearly structureless layer (Klcinschmidt, 1959).
A combination of rotary shadowing followed by stationary shadowing
offered the possibility to determine branching and crossing of molecules, and
whether circular molecules overlapped each other or were the links of a
chain (catenated molecules); (Hudson and Vinograd, 1967).
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Positive staining of DNA with uranyl salts.
Positive staining with heavy metal ions is an alternative method for the
visualization of nucleic acids. In such a procedure high resolution is not
limi'ed by the granularity of the background, as it is after shadowing with
heavy metals. When rotary shadowing with platinum-carbon was used the
diameter of the DNA strands could increase by about a factor 5 as compared
with a diameter of 20-25 A obtained after positive staining (Hofstee, 1962;
Solari, 1965).
In 1961 a number of reports appeared dealing with the preferential
staining of nucleic acids in tissue organelles, viruses and phages (Huxley and
Zubay, 1961; Watson and Aldridge, 1961) and with the positive staining of
isolated DNA (Beer and Zobel, 1961; Stoeckenius, 1961; Huxley and Zubay,
1961). Huxley and Zubay (1961) reported that under optimal conditions
purified DNA will take up an amount of uranyl acetate from aqueous solution
corresponding to an uptake of one uranyl acetate molecule per phosphate
group. The observation that strong electrolytes like uranyl chloride and
uranyl nitrate gave a reduced uptake suggested that bonds other than uranylphosphate linkages might be involved.
Comparable results were obtained by Stoeckenius (1961) and Beer and
Zobel (1961) who also discussed the possibility that the mechanism of staining
depended on the complexing of uranyl to phosphate, rather than a negative
staining of DNA strands. The observation that the melting temperature of the
DNA was not greatly affected by the presence of uranyl, and that the fibrils
still had a width of about 20 A after uptake of the uranyl (Beer and Zobel,
1961) suggested that the phosphate groups were involved in the complex
rather than the bases.
Despite the fact that the positive staining technique was less time con
suming and did not require specialized equipment, as does the rotary shad
owing technique, it was not preferentially applied, which might be explained
by the rather low contrast obtained.
The positive staining technique became more attractive after a modification
introduced by Wetmur, et al., (1966). Instead of aqueous solutions of uranyl
acetate they used 9 5 % ethanol as solvent. Very low concentrations of uranyl
5
acetate (5 χ 10 M) were sufficient, and the staining time was reduced from
at least 5 min for aqueous solutions to 30 seconds for the organic solutions.
The contrast and high resolution obtained by this technique was at least as
good as with the shadowing technique. Possibly, as pointed out by Gordon
and Kleinschmidt (1968), uranyl salts in organic solution form oligomeric
complexes that are bound by the phosphate groups of the nucleic acid. A
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difference in the chemical reaction mechanism in comparison with the reaction
of uranyl salt in aqueous solution was supported by the observation that
uranyl chloride stains equally as well as uranyl acetate when used in organic
solution (Davis and Davidson, 1968).

5.2.

ROUTINE PROCEDURES

5.2.1. Electron microscopy of DNA
For the electron microscopic studies a Philips EM 200 microscope operated
at 40 K.V for better contrast and fitted with a double condenser system was
used. A 30 μπι objective aperture was used routinely. No anticontamination
device was used. Micrographs were made on Kodak FGP film. The enlarge
ment of the electron microscope was calibrated with a grating replica (Fullham) with 54.000 lines/inch.
5.2.2. Preparation of the supporting film
Copper grids 3 mm in diameter and 200 mesh were used throughout.
Collodion supporting films reinforced with carbon were used routinely. They
were prepared as follows: A 1% collodion solution in amyl acetate (Ladd
Res. Ind.) was taken up with a 1 ml disposable syringe, fitted with a 21 gauge
needle. A drop was delivered through the needle from a height of about 3 cm
onto the clean surface of double distilled water in a Petri dish. After a short
time the film became visible. The first collodion film was removed with a
needle to ensure the removal of any particulate matter from the surface.
Then the grids were placed with their glossy side down onto the immediately
prepared second film. A piece of parafilm was placed over the grids and the
combination lifted off the water surface. The films were either air-dried in a
Petri dish with silica gel overnight or during one hour in vacuo over silica gel
under low vacuum. The grids were placed in an Edwards vacuum unit type
12 E6 fitted with a carbon evaporation unit. With the aid of a timer built in
the electrical circuit the carbon was evaporated twice during 0.1 second while
a 30 A current was passing. The carbon reinforced supporting films were
always made on the day of use or one day earlier.
All DNA preparations were dialyzed against a volatile, ammonium acetate
buffer, pH 6.8, before use. This dialysis was necessary to remove salts that
otherwise form crystals on the supporting film during drying. The ionic
strength of the buffer varied with the method chosen for the preparation of
the electron microscopic specimens.
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5.2.3. Transfer of DNA molecules from solution to the supporting film
Three different methods were used:
Streaking method (Figure 11 a)
A DNA solution of 1 μg''mI in 0.2 M ammonium acetate was poured into
a small Petri dish. The grid, supporting film upside down, was streaked
several times over the surface of the DNA solution as described by Beer
and Zobel (1961). The adhering droplet was removed by touching the droplet
for 20 and 10 seconds on the surface of 96% ethanol and isopentane
respectively (Peters and Geister, 1957). Finally the grids were air dried.
When positive staining was used dehydration was accomplished during the
staining procedure followed by isopentane treatment (see section 5.2.4.).

STREAKING TECHNIQUE

without cytochrome с
DNA contamina solution

d

MONOLAYER TECHNIQUE

POSITIVE STAINING TECHNIQUE

DNA cytochrome с 1100,0.2 ml

't

9ei.EtOH+HOUAc

Vdouble distilled water »0,5 * formaldehyde

DROPLET TECHNIQUE

isopentane

/

!
OOSml

I

30 mm

^cytochrome с
contammo solution

FIG. 11. Schematic presentation of the methods used for transfer of DNA from solution to the
supporting fílm, and the positive staining technique.

The monolayer technique. (Figure l i b )
The principles of this technique were described by Kleinschmidt and Zahn
(1959). A paraffinized perspex trough (5 χ 50 χ 1 cm), later replaced by a
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teflon trough (5 χ 20 χ 1 cm) was used. Double distilled water containing
0.5% formaldehyde was used as the hypophase.
The DNA solution was diluted with 4 M ammonium acetate to a concen
tration of 0.1-3 ng'ml, cytochrome с was added to a final concentration
of 0.01%. With a wide bore syringe 0.2 ml were delivered onto a
wetted glass slide inserted into the hypophase at an angle of about 30°. The
borders of the film were marked with talcum powder. The film was com
pressed with a bar (fig. 1 lb). The mixed DNA-protein layer was transferred
to the grid by touching the surface with the supporting film. Dehydration
and drying were carried out as described above.
Droplet technique (Figure 11 c)
This technique developed by Major and Jordan (1968), is based on the
diffusion technique of Lang ei al., (1964).
In our work the final procedure was as follows: droplets of 0.05 ml of a
DNA solution in 0.3 M ammonium acetate were placed on a sheet of parafilm or teflon. A standard size platinum needle was pushed to the bottom
of a 0.5 cm deep layer of cytochrome с solution (4.9 mg/ml in 4 M ammo
nium acetate). The needle was then pushed into the droplet to transfer the
adherent cytochrome с to the surface of the droplet. The diffusion of the
DNA molecules towards the monolayer was allowed to proceed for 30 min.
Then the mixed DNA-protein film which had formed at the surface of the
droplet was transferred to the supporting film and treated as described above.

5.2.4. Contrasting of DNA molecules
Two different methods were employed for the visualization of the DNA
molecules.
Shadowing
4

The molecules on the grid were shadowed at 10 Torr or at higher vacuum
with platinum, either stationary from one, two and three different directions
or while rotating. The distance between the evaporation source and the
specimens varied from 7 to 12 cm and the angle of shadowing from 6° to
10°. The platinum wire (0.2 mm diam.) used for evaporation was wound
around a tungsten wire through which a current was sent. In some cases
also platinum-palladium wire, platinum-iridium wire or platinum-carbon
pellets were used for evaporation. Either the Edwards type 12 E6 or a
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Philips vacuum unit adapted by Mr. Oortwijn, ITAL Wageningen, were used
for the shadowing procedure.
Positive staining (Figure 11 d)
For positive staining of DNA molecules with uranyl acetate the method
of Wetmur, et al., (1966) was used.
A stock solution of 0.005 M uranyl acetate in 0.05 N HCl in 9 6 % ethanol
was diluted one hundred times with 96% ethanol immediately before use.
After the transfer of the DNA to the grid the preparation with the adhering
droplet was brought in contact with the surface of the stain solution for
2 minutes and subsequently treated with isopentane for 10 seconds. As the
uranyl acetate was dissolved in 96% ethanol, the dehydration of the hanging
droplet and the staining of the molecules occurred simultaneously. The stock
solution of uranyl acetate was freshly prepared every two weeks.
5.2.5. Measurement of DNA molecules and presentation of the results
The molecules photographed on Kodak FGP film were enlarged with a
Leitz enlarging apparatus and traced on paper. Micrographs of the grating
replica were used for the determination of the enlargment. The traced
molecules were measured with a map measurer. The shortest possible
increment of length that could be measured was 0.05 μπι. The results of the
measurements were grouped in classes with a 0.5 μπι or 1.0 μπι width.

5.3.

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF DNA FROM Plasmodium berghei
AND RAT

LIVER, PREPARED BY THE MONOLAYER TECHNIQUE IN COMBI

NATION WITH PLATINUM SHADOWING

5.3.1. Observations
Five independent preparations from plasmodial DNA and rat liver DNA
were investigated in parallel experiments. DNA was dialyzed against 4 M
ammonium acetate and diluted 2-5 hours before use to a concentration of
0.2 μg or 3 μg per ml. In all instances the hypophase consisted of 0.5 %
formaldehyde in double distilled water.
In the electron microscope the DNA molecules isolated from Plasmodium
berghei showed flower-like configurations of a very regular shape (fig. 12 a,
b). Single rosettes (fig. 12b) as well as combinations of two or more rosettes
were observed together with free DNA strands (fig. 12a). The flower-like
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FIG. 12. Electron micrographs of DNA from the malaria parasite Plasmodium berhei. Magn.
a) 51,000; b) J 18,000; c) 78,000.

structures were characterized by: a) their centre, b) the complete extension
of the loops all originating from the centre, and c) the frequent absence of
visible free ends, suggesting that closed molecules were involved. However,
it was clear that the amount of DNA present in the rosettes varied (see
fig. 12a and b). As can be seen in these figures it was frequently impossible
to follow the strands in the rosettes completely and therefore measurements
could not be carried out.
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Fio. 13· Electron micrographs of rat liver DNA. Specimens prepared by the monolayer tech
nique in combination with shadowing. Magn. a) 43,000; b) and c) 39.000.

The centres of these structures seemed to be rather massive as judged by
the shadow they produced.
The more complex structures involving more than one rosette always
showed DNA strands interconnecting one rosette with another. Free ends
were observed, but always fewer than could be expected from the number
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of rosettes, assuming that every rosette represented an individual molecule
with two possible free ends. Moreover, very large complexes were found
with many centres that were all interconnected by DNA strands as demon
strated in fig. 12c. The rosettes were found in all plasmodial DNA pre
parations, whereas in parallel experiments on liver DNA they were never
seen.
In liver DNA specimens prepared from solutions with a low DNA con
centration (0.2 μ&ιη1) long molecules were found. Sometimes they exhibited
a more or less complex configuration as shown in figure 13 a. Here the
complex configuration of these long molecules and the low quality of the
shadowing made it impossible to trace the molecules for measurement. When
the DNA concentration of the stock solution was raised, very complex net
works were observed (fig. 13b and c).
From the pronounced difference between the rat liver and plasmodial
specimens it could be assumed that the DNA of Plasmodium berghei consists
of special structures. However, the irregular amount of plasmodial DNA per
rosette, especially in larger complexes with two or more rosettes, raised
serious doubts, whether the rosettes are a true biological feature.
The results of the droplet technique underline these doubts. Although in
preliminary experiments with the droplet technique again rosette-like struc
tures were found, remarkable differences were observed, too (see section 5.6.).
All the observed structures showed an irregular configuration with a wide
variation in the amount of DNA involved, and showed one or two free ends.
The loops were irregular and not extended. The centres were of a variable
configuration and stained intensely. Moreover it was found, that the presence
of these flower-like structures in the preparations depended e.g. on protein
and salt concentration used in the droplet technique. By changing these
parameters linear molecules could be produced (section 5.6.).
5.3.2. Discussion
Up till now no electron micrographs of plasmodial DNA have been
presented in literature. The results of the monolayer technique in combination
with platinum shadowing suggested that the parasitic DNA consisted of
possibly closed molecules with a rosette structure.
The large complexes consisting of rosettes and interconnecting strands
might provide the basis for an hypothesis about the architecture of larger
units, e.g. of chromatids. A hypothesis of this kind should not necessarily
become invalid when it appears that these configurations depend upon certain
physical conditions (section 5.6.4.). The formation of rosettes and larger
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complexes is postulated to depend upon the existence of certain regularly
spaced configurations on the DNA molecule, whether such rosettes exist in
the living cell or not (see also section 5.6.).
The occurrence of large numbers of flower-like configurations in the
specimens is in contrast to the observation of Imman (1967) who observed
that flower-like configurations in preparations of bacteriophage DNA disap
peared when formaldehyde is added to the hypophase, whereas under similar
conditions they were present in our preparations.
The complete extension of the loops might be produced by some forces
acting on the molecules. Presumably the stiffness of the molecules was not
responsible as such regular configurations of parasitic DNA were not
observed when the droplet technique was used. It might well be that during
compression of the monolayer the increase in protein concentration caused
the extension of the loops. As it was not possible to control the protein
concentration on the surface, the applied compression could well be greater
than optimal (Kleinschmidt and Zahn, 1959). Moreover, Imman (1967)
found irregular loops with a controled spreading technique, and Bode and
Morowitz (1967) observed more regular loops near the spot where DNA
and cytochrome с were delivered onto the hypophase.
As only a few free ends were observed in our own specimens it was
impossible to determine the number of molecules in a rosette or in larger
complexes, and whether the interconnecting strands (fig. 12a) belonged to a
rosette or had to be regarded as separate molecules. The very large aggregates
with many centres (fig. 12c) suggested that the interconnecting strands did
belong to rosettes transformed from single centre rosettes into multiple centre
rosettes.
The linear configurations found in the liver DNA preparations were in
accordance with the observations of Imman (1967). However, if the DNA
molecules of parasitic origin have to be regarded as flower-like structures
originating from linear molecules, the problem remains why the hepatic
DNA preparations did not show flower-like configurations. This is the more
intriguing because nearly all DNA preparations made with the droplet tech
nique under proper conditions showed loopid but no flower-like structures
regardless of the origin of the DNA. On the basis of the results obtained with
the technique described here it cannot be decided whether the rosettes rep
resent a biological feature or not.
Since these structures became a more general problem when it became
apparent that looped structures could be demonstrated in nearly all electron
microscopic DNA-specimens prepared by the droplet technique, this problem
will be discussed again in section 5.6.4.
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5.4.

THE POSITIVE STAINING TECHNIQUE

5.4.1. Positive staining in combination with the monolayer technique
Only few results obtained by the positive staining technique have been
reported in the literature. In most of these studies the monolayer technique
was used. Our attempts with this combination failed to give good results,
because of poor contrast. It was assumed that this was caused by masking of
the phosphate groups by protein molecules, and that consequently the concentration of the protein molecules influenced the staining results. This was
supported by the observation that the more the monolayer was compressed
the weaker the staining of the molecules. In plasmodial DNA preparations
faintly stained rosettes were found that were transformed into less regular
(looped) structures with decreasing compression of the monolayer.
Therefore, a model was needed in which all parameters could be controlled
as far as possible. This implied a careful measurement of the film pressure
in the monolayer technique. As a measuring apparatus was not available,
other techniques were investigated.
5.4.2. Positive staining in combination with the streaking technique
The streaking method does not require a preformed DNA-protein complex.
Therefore, with this technique the phosphate groups should be available for
staining. In fact all preparations made by this technique showed well stained
molecules (fig. 14 a and b). However the preparation mainly consisted of
bundles of large numbers of DNA molecules that split up in thinner bundles.
The knot like pieces (fig. 14a) as well as the alternating thick and thin pieces
(fig. 14b) suggest a tangled mass which has been stretched out like a tightened knot. These observations demonstrate that this technique cannot be
used for morphological characterization of individual DNA molecules.
Some parameters like the staining time and the influence of the composition
of the supporting film on the staining result were investigated with this
combination. Good results were obtained with a staining time of 30 seconds.
When proteins were present during staining, as in the monolayer or the
droplet technique (see section 5.5.) the optimal staining time was 2 minutes.
Small variations in the concentration of uranyl acetate did not affect the
results; but when a 10 times concentrated stain solution was used heavily
stained precipitates were frequently observed.
Although in some reports plain supporting films were recommended, we
obtained best results with collodion films reinforced with carbon. Experiments
with plain films showed that less DNA was adsorbed onto the supporting
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FIG. 14. Electronmicrographs of rat liver DNA. Specimens prepared by the streaking technique in combination with positive staining. Magn. : a) and b) 78,ooo.Staining time 30 seconds.
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film, and frequently artefacts were found. Thin collodion films always
ruptured in the electron beam, whereas thicker films were deformed. A
more or less severe shrinkage was observed depending upon the abruptness
with which the magnification was stepped up. In a number of instances it
was observed that even the carbon reinforced collodion films deformed or
cracked at a magnification of 16,000 times or higher (large screen), whereas
they were stable at a magnification of 4,300 or lower.
The amount of carbon evaporated for the reinforcement of the supporting
film did not significantly influence the staining result even when 4 times the
standardized amount (see section 5.2.2.) was used. Although the amount of
carbon was not found critical for staining, it might affect the adsorption of
DNA (section 5.5.4.).
In our experience the preparation of the collodion film formed the most
critical step of the whole procedure. Although the same procedure was used
throughout, occasionally films were found that caused weak staining of
DNA molecules. Therefore, supporting films from at least two different
collodion film preparations were used for each experiment and a larger
number of supporting films than necessary was prepared. When good results
were obtained with a certain collodion membrane preparation the remaining
supporting films of the same batch were used as controls for future films.
The possibility of the introduction of an ethanolic differentiation step
after staining in order to decrease background staining was also investigated.
The results showed that such a step is not favourable. Only very short differ
entiation times could be taken into consideration, otherwise the loss of
contrast of the DNA molecules became too strong. The same can be said of
a treatment of the preparations at high temperature (180° С for 10 min.)
after staining to remove the collodion films, as proposed by Gordon and
Kleinschmidt (1968). Only a slight overall reduction of background staining
was observed and neither step was included routinely.

5.4.3. Stability of the staining solution and the supporting film
The changes in contrast in these experiments were judged by the lowest
possible magnification at which the molecules could be detected.
The results of these experiments showed that the stock solution should not
be used for longer than two weeks. Stored supporting films influenced the
results more adversely than the storage of the stock stain solution for one
to two weeks.
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5.4.4. Comparison of staining and shadowing technique
Stationary shadowing from one side, and that almost perpendicularly to
the direction of streaking (fig. 15a) did not reveal many details. Only thick
bundles of DNA were readily seen. Although an improvement was seen
when the preparation was rotated during shadowing (fig. 15b) the positively
stained preparations (fig. 15c) gave significantly more information. More
details were seen of the architecture of branching points and other more or
less complex places of the network.
This does not mean that the shadowing technique was unsuitable for the
visualization of molecules of approximately 20 A diameter; but the thickness
of the evaporated metal layer is critical for the evaluation of details of the
structure which may be masked when the layer becomes too thick.
5.4.5. Discussion
Positively stained molecules were observed already by Stoeckenius (1961)
and Beer and Zobel (1961). Since in these studies the molecules were stained
with an aqueous uranyl salt solution only a rather low contrast was obtained.
Optimal staining could be expected in these cases as the DNA was transferred
to the grids by the streaking procedure (Beer and Zobel, 1961) thus avoiding
an interference with protein molecules.
The investigations of Stoeckenius also included positive staining of specimens prepared by the monolayer technique. Although he described an
influence of the protein moiety, an explanation for the reduced contrast of
the DNA itself other than that caused by an increased background staining
was not offered. Our idea of masking of phosphate groups of the DNA by
protein might not have been so important in the aqueous staining technique
as the protein, not being firmly bound to the DNA, was probably washed off
during the staining proces. The observation reported by Stoeckenius, that
no stained structures were found after a preliminary treatment with ethanol,
could indicate a rather complete masking of the DNA molecules by protein
precipitated onto the DNA.
The use of uranyl salts dissolved in ethanol (Wetmur et al., 1966), methanol
or acetone (Gordon and Kleinschmidt, 1968) resulted in much better contrast.
Instead of an optimal U/P binding ratio of 1 in the aqueous uranyl staining
technique (Watson and Aldridge, 1961) a much higher ratio is present when
organic solvents are used. Gordon and Kleinschmidt (1968) proposed that
this might be caused by the formation of oligomers of uranyl in organic
solvents.
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FIG. 15. Electron micrographs of rat liver DNA. Specimens prepared by the streaking technique in combination with:
a. shadowing from one side, Magn.: 70,000
b. turn table shadowing, Magn.: 109,000
с positive staining, Magn.: 22,000. (Arrows indicate circular structures).
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In our hands the optimal staining time in preparations containing both
DNA and protein was longer than that proposed by Wctmur etat., (1966)
and by Gordon and Kleinschmidt (1968). This was surprising as the ethanolic
differentiation step showed that the DNA molecules decolorized fast. Hence
one might expect that staining should proceed equally fast.
It was not clear why plain plastic supporting films always showed artefacts,
whereas according to the original description they should give good results.
(Wetmur et al., 1966). The carbon reinforced plastic supporting films showed
a quantitatively better adsorption of DNA. When these supports were used
low instrumental magnifications were preferred, as a high intensity of the
electron beam could result in deformation of the film and therefore in
erroneous measurements.
The thickness of the carbon layer did not significantly affect the staining
result in the range tested. These results are in contrast with the observations
of Gordon and Kleinschmidt (1968) who could not follow the molecules at
low magnification when carbon reinforced formvar films were used.
The positive staining technique was found preferable to the shadowing
technique. During shadowing a layer of heavy metal is deposited on the
molecules. The electron optical resolution depends therefore on both the
thickness of the layer and the size of the evaporated metal grains, which
not only varies with the metal used, but in our hands also from one evap
oration cycle to the other.
Details like little kinks, deletions, strand separations, the architecture of
centres, as well as knots and rings can be covered up by large metallic deposits
which results in smooth outlines and incomplete configurations. It should,
however, be kept in mind that in a number of cases the positive staining
technique cannot be used because of the presence of protein-DNA complexes
or interfering chemicals in the DNA solution.
5.5.

POSITIVE STAINING IN COMBINATION WITH THE DROPLET TECHNIQUE

5.5.1. General observations
In the original procedure the cytochrome с solution was prepared by
mixing equal volumes of cytochrome с powder and buffer (Mayor and Jordan,
1968). We checked this rough determination of constituent amounts and
found a concentration of 34.5 mg/ml. DNA preparations made with this
cytochrome с concentration resulted in very weakly stained molecules. The
DNA strands were thick, yet without sharp boundaries. These observations
suggested that the protein concentration in the surface layer was too high, as
had also been previously observed with the monolayer technique.
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FIG. 16. Electron micrographs of plasmodial DNA. Specimens prepared by the droplet tech
nique with a decreasing concentration of cytochrome с in the stock solution, a) 23.7 mg/ml;
b) 11.8 mg/ml; c) 8.9 mg/ml. Magn.: 44,000.
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A cytochrome с dilution experiment (fig. 16) showed that the contrast of
the molecules increased with a decrease in the cytochrome с concentration,
independent of the staining time and of small variations in the stain concen
tration. When the cytochrome с concentration was higher than 23.7 mg/ml
the molecules were faintly stained.
Optimal staining was found at a concentration of 8.9 mg/ml in the stock
solution. This is purely empirical, since the actual amount of cytochrome с
transferred from the stock solution to the droplet depends also upon the
diameter of the needle.
A cone-shaped stainless steel needle of approximately 0.6 mm to 0.2 mm
diameter at the tip was first used for the transfer of the protein. Frequent
cleaning, and especially flaming, of this stainless steel needle finally had a
negative effect on the results, and it was therefore replaced by a piece of
platinum wire (0.5 mm diameter). With the platinum needle a larger amount
of protein was apparently transferred to the droplet as in this case an optimal
cytochrome с concentration of 4.9 mg-'ml in the stock solution was found.
It was also found that a decrease of the cytochrome с concentration
resulted in a decrease of the background staining. From 34.5 mg/ml down
to 17.2 mg/ml a rather intens and uniform background staining was ob
served, presumably caused by the presence of protein. The whole surface
of the supporting film was apparently covered with protein. The decrease in
background staining, using a more diluted cytochrome с solution, could then
be ascribed to a decrease of protein present on the surface of the supporting
film. As also demonstrated in fig. 16 the background in preparations made
with low cytochrome с concentration no longer consisted of a complete,
diffusely stained layer, but of distinct aggregates at increasing distances. The
limit of dilution of the cytochrome с solution is given by the amount
necessary to form a continuous layer on the surface of the droplet, as pre
parations made without cytochrome с gave results that were comparable with
those from the streaking procedure.

5.5.2. The ammonium acetate concentration in the cytochrome с solution
In the original technique (Kleinschmidt and Zahn, 1959) cytochrome с
was dissolved in a buffer of a higher ionic strength than that of the
hypophase. Usually, cytochrome с is dissolved in 4 M ammonium acetate.
However, if preparations were made with cytochrome с dissolved in de
creasing concentrations of ammonium acetate (4 M to 0.3 M) similar results
were obtained, provided that DNA was dissolved in 0.2 M ammonium
acetate.
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FIG. 17. Electron micrographs of plasmodial DNA. Specimen prepared by the droplet technique in combination with positive staining. Comparison of the same structure at low, a)
i8,ooox and at high, b) 52,0004, magnification to demonstrate the possible misinterpretation
of the configuration at low magnification.
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5.5.3. The electron microscopic observation of stained molecules
When well stained preparations were examined the molecules could be
observed at an instrumental magnification of 2,600 times (large screen). The
same contrast was not obtained in our experiments by means of the shadowing
technique. The good contrast enabled recording of long molecules at low
magnification in single micrographs. Therefore, only relatively few micrographs were necessary for recording and analyzing of large numbers of molecules.
Observations at low magnification showed that long molecules were more
easily observed than short ones, and that in a mixture of linear and looped
molecules, the looped molecules could be detected more easily because of
their intensely stained centres. Adequate sampling depends therefore on the
even distribution of all molecules, and on the ratio of long to short molecules.
To get around this difficulty, the preparations were photographed at different
magnifications. The possibilty of a morphological misinterpretation, e.g.
whether a molecule was circular or linear (fig. 17, a, b) was higher the lower
the instrumental magnification chosen.
5.5.4. Some other aspects of the droplet technique
Although a somewhat longer minimum staining time was found than in
the streaking technique this time was not too critical, and routinely a staining
time of 2 minutes was chosen. The other parameters found for the streaking
technique were also valid for the droplet technique.
In the droplet technique the DNA molecules enter the protein monolayer
at the surface of the droplet by diffusion. As there is an inverse relationship
between diffusion velocity and molecular weight, it may be expected that
the length distribution would be shifted in favour of the shorter molecules
with a shorter diffusion time. As the molecules have to cover only a short
distance, a diffusion time of 30 minutes as was originally described (Mayor
and Jordan, 1968) was considered sufficiently long.
As was already mentioned in the streaking method, the amount of
carbon evaporated for the reinforcement of the collodion film did not affect
the staining results significantly in the droplet technique either. It could,
however, not be excluded that the carbon layer was critical for correct
adsorption of the monolayer. In fig. 18 the results of an incorrect adsorption
can be seen. In our opinion the DNA and protein of the monolayer are
clumped together. This could be caused by a collapse of the mixed DNAprotein layer, possibly caused by a "micro-explosion" of the carbon layer
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FIG. 18. Result of bad adsorption of the mixed DNA-protein layer. Staining with uranylacetate. Magn.: 78,000.

when it came in contact with the surface of the droplet. Due to this
"explosion" micro areas might have been formed that were dehydrated during
staining, thus forming these clumped structures in which the DNA is not well
stained because of an increase in the masking effect of the protein. However,
the question remains, whether the possibly hydrophobic nature of the surface
of the carbon layer could alternatively be responsible for this phenomenon.
5.5.5. Stability of the electron microscopic specimens
Some observations were made concerning the stability of the preparations
with regard to storage. The preparations were stored at room temperature in
grid boxes. In general well stained preparations could be used several times
for electron microscopic investigations, and'or stored for a period of up to
one month without a significant loss of contrast.
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Repeated investigations on the same specimen showed that frequently
previously inspected areas could be identified, as at low magnification they
exhibited a lower electron scattering power than areas not previously sub
jected to the electron beam at higher intensities. The difference could be
attributed to a decrease in the intensity of the background staining.

5.5.6. Discussion
The monolayer technique (Kleinschmidt and Zahn, 1959) was already
successfully applied in combination with the positive staining technique
(Wetmur et ai, 1966; Davis and Davidson, 1968).
According to our experiments the protein concentration in the monolayer
should be carefully controlled. Without accurate measurement of the film
pressure no reproducible results could be obtained. Therefore the droplet
technique was adapted because it permitted control of the DNA concentration,
the dimension of the droplet, and the transfer of a measured amount of
protein to the surface of the droplet. Moreover, the DNA molecules diffused
towards the protein layer instead of being spread simultaneously with the
protein molecules. In the biphasic method the formation of the protein layer
with varying amounts of protein is not interfered with by the presence of
DNA molecules and the adsorption of the DNA molecules occurs onto an
already immobilized protein layer. Moreover, during diffusion the lowest
possible shear forces act on the DNA molecules.
Since the results of the droplet technique are particularly dependent on
the amount of protein on the surface of the droplet, the concentration of the
cytochrome с stock solution should be adapted to: a) the dimension and
shape of the droplets (more spherical on parafilm, and more flattened on
teflon); b) the amount of protein transferred with the particular needle used.
The uptake of uranyl complexes by proteins and nucleoproteins was
studied by Huxley and Zubay (1961) and Beer and Zobel (1961). The con
siderable amount of background staining and the poor contrast of the DNA
molecules which were observed when high cytochrome с concentrations were
used could accordingly be explained by: a) the presence of a sheet of protein
on the surface of the supporting film, and b) a covering of protein around
the DNA strands, thus masking the phosphate groups. In this way not only
the ratio of the uptake of uranyl complexes by protein resp. DNA was high;
but the uptake of uranyl by the protein covering around the DNA resulted
in the thick and ill-defined configuration of the molecule. The lack of details
in the architecture of larger complexes observed in the shadowing technique
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(fig. 12) can also be explained by the presence of a layer of protein on and
around the structures.
The changes observed in the background and the increased contrast of
the DNA molecules obtained after the use of a further diluted cytochrome с
solution could then be explained by: a) a transformation of a sheet of protein
into a layer of denatured protein particles deposited in decreasing amounts
and at increasing distances; b) by a decreasing size of the protein covering
around the DNA molecules. By that means an increasing number of free
phosphate groups becomes available for staining. Finally this results into a
20 A diameter molecule loaded with uranyl complexes. Moreover, a decreased
number of denatured, stained protein particles in contact with the DNA
results in improved visualization of the strands.
Concerning the decrease in background staining after exposure to a dense
electron beam it can be assumed that part of the uranyl complexes were
only loosely bound to the protein of the background and sublimated in vacuo
at higher temperatures. This assumption can be supported by the observation
that the exposure of the preparations to 180° С for 10 min., in order to
remove the collodion layer, also resulted in decreased background staining.
Generally these variations in background staining did not significantly affect
results obtained from well stained preparations. They became, however, more
important when weakly stained preparations were studied.
Apperently the same considerations apply to the variation of the salt
concentration in the cytochrome с solution in the droplet technique as found
in the monolayer technique by Klcinschmidt and Zahn (1959).
The advantage of photographing the preparation at low magnification lies
in the possibility of photographing long molecules without making overlapping
series, and of recording a larger number of molecules per field. The disad
vantage of such a procedure lies in a certain selectivity because on the basis
of their visibility mostly long molecules or looped structures might be
recorded.
The advantage of the staining technique in comparison with the shadowing
technique can be summarized as follows:
a. No expensive apparatus is necessary for the visualization of DNA.
b. The staining procedure is less critical, easier to handle, and less time
consuming.
с Positively stained molecules are better recognizable at lower magni
fications. For the recording of molecules up to about 25 μπι no series of
overlapping micrographs have to be prepared, thus increasing the accuracy
of the measurements.
d. Fewer problems arise with the granularity of the background.
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e. Increased information of morphological details of the molecule is ob
tained.
For good results the following considerations should be kept in mind:
a. The properties of the collodion film form a critical parameter in the
staining procedure.
b. The DNA has to be highly purified and dissolved in a suitable buffer.
Chemicals and/or protein interfering with the reaction between the uranyl
complexes and the phosphate groups of the DNA have to be removed.
с The method is difficult to apply to be monolayer technique if the
surface pressure cannot be carefully controlled.
d. Long exposure to the electron beam reduces the contrast of the mole
cules more strongly than in shadowed preparations. Since there are indications
that part of the uranyl complexes will sublimate, it is advisable to use an
anti-contamination device (cooling of the specimen).

5.6.

INFLUENCE OF SOME PARAMETERS ON THE CONFIGURATION
OF THE DNA MOLECULES

5.6.1. Influence of the cytochrome с concentration
In addition to the effects on the contrast of the molecules and the back
ground staining, the cytochrome с dilution experiments also showed a sur
prising effect on the appearance of the DNA molecules themselves. DNA
isolated from rat thymus and prepared with a cytochrome с concentration of
8.6 mg/ml showed a large number of looped structures (fig. 19a and 21).
About 4 8 % of the molecules exhibited such a structure. However, when a
cytochrome с concentration of 2.6 mg/ml was used all the looped structures
disappeared (fig. 19b).
This was surprising as in parallel experiments using DNA isolated from
rat kidneys, looped structures were never seen (fig. 20a). As demonstrated in
figure 20b, however, there was a significant effect when the cytochrome с
concentration was below 8.6 mg/ml. Instead of complexes of DNA with
tangled strands well separated molecules were found.
As it was of interest to know whether or not the presence of looped
structures depended on the origin of the DNA, similar experiments were
carried out with DNA from Plasmodium berghei, and from the liver and
spleen of rats. In all these preparations looped structures were found, and
here, too, their number decreased gradually with a gradual dilution of the
cytochrome с concentration.
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FIG. 19. Electron micrographs of rat thymus DNA. Specimens prepared by the droplet tech
nique in combination with positive staining. Note disappearance of looped structures with
a decreasing concentration of cytochrome с a) 8.6mg/ml; b) 2.6 mg/ml; and with an increased
HCl concentration in the stain solution c) Magn. 32,000.
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FIG. 20. Electron micrographs of rat kidney DNA. Specimens prepared by the droplet tech
nique in combination with positive staining. Effect of decrease of the cytochrome с concen
tration in the stock solution a) 8.6 mg/ml; b) 2.6 mg/ml. Magn.: 39,000.
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FIG. 21. Looped structures in rat thymus DNA samples. Specimens prepared by the droplet
technique in combination with positive staining. Magn.: a) and i) 9,000; b) c) f) g) h) and k)
17,000; d) e) and j) 25,000.
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The looped structures were characterized by an intensely stained centre,
from which a number of DNA loops or free ends orginated. When the con
centration of the cytochrome с solution decreased from 8.6 mg'ml to
4.9 mg/ml the centres disappeared first. At the same time the loops loosened
up and tended to disappear, probably because the central sticking point was
lost. The molecules, however, still showed a complicated configuration that
was difficult and often impossible to trace completely. When the protein
concentration was decreased further from 4.9 mg'ml to 2.6 mg/ml these
structures unravelled progressively until individual, somewhat straigthened
molecules could be observed.
The configuration of the looped structures varied widely, as can be seen
from the two series of fig. 21 (a to f and g to k). When figures 21 a to f are
compared it can readily be seen that the amount of DNA per looped
structure decreases in this series. Large structures (21 a, b, c) show many
free ends, whereas in small ones only one or two are observed. In the second
series (g to k), likewise, a decreasing amount of DNA per configuration was
found.
When the centres of these structures are compared different configurations
can be distinguished. In fig. 21 a the centre is crystal-like and heavily s*ained,
whereas figures 21 c, d, e, g and h show only intensely stained central points.
In figures 21 b, f, g and h there are multiple centres and in fig. 21 j and к
no clearly defined centre can be seen, only locally thight folding of the mole
cules. Finally figure 21 i shows a combination of the two foregoing configura
tions.
The large variation in the amount of DNA participating in the looped
structures and in the configuration of the centres suggests that artefacts
produced by the technique used may have been responsible.

5.6.2. Influence of the concentration of HCl in the stain solution
During studies concerning the contrast of the molecules a remarkable
observation was made. Whereas controls which were normally stained showed
looped structures, preparations that were stained with a solution containing
twice the amount of HCl did not show them (fig. 19c).
When we take into consideration that only a very short period of the
staining time of 2 minutes is needed for dehydration and immobilization of
the participating DNA and protein molecules it is surprising to find that the
structures are largely unravelled. It may be assumed therefore that the process
of unravelling which is caused by the acid treatment proceeds rapidly. This
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FIO. 22. Electron micrographs of rat thymus DNA. Specimens prepared by the droplet tech
nique in combination with positive staining. Effect of the ammonium acetate concentration
in the D N A solution. a)o.i M, Magn. 20,000; b)o.2 M, Magn. 20,000^)0.4 Mi Magn. 4,300;
d) 0.8 M, Magn. 12,300. (arrow indicates folding of the molecule).
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is in contrast with the gradual unravelling due to the decrease of the cyto
chrome с concentration.
5.6.3. Influence of the ammonium acetate concentration in the DNA
containing solution
The ammonium acetate concentration in the DNA containing solution also
influenced the configuration of the DNA molecules to a remarkable extent.
In these experiments the ammonium acetate concentration in the DNA con
taining droplet varied from 0.1 M to 0.8 M. The cytochrome с solution
contained 8.6 mg/ml of protein.
The results obtained in these experiments are shown in fig. 22. With a
0.1 M ammonium acetate concentration very regular, tightly coiled structures
were seen (fig. 22, a). At 0.2 M ammonium acetate these structures showed
the typical looped configuration (fig. 22, b). At 0.4 M (fig, 22, c) the looped
structures had disappeared, and stretching of the molecules had started. It
should Ьг pointed out that a number of molecules exhibited a partly stretched,
partly knotted configuration, as if there had been no chance for part of the
molecule to unravel under these conditions. Finally at 0.8 M ammonium
acetate (fig. 22 d) nearly all the molecules appeared stretched.
As can be seen from the micrographs, partly stretched and completely
stretched molecules still showed many kinks. A number of molecules exhibited
segments in which parts of the molecules were folded (fig. 22 d, arrow). The
DNA in these segments was tightly packed together, and in a number of
cases it was impossible to decide whether there is a single folded molecule or
two molecules stuck together. The observations, however, did not suggest that
the number of molecules in a defined area decreased with an increasing salt
concentration.
The relatively strong stretching effect in the ammonium acetate con
centration experiments was not observed in the protein dilution experiments.
5.6.4. Discussion
The discussion on the looped structures can be keyed to the problem,
whether these configurations should be regarded as artefacts, or as struc
tures that pre-existed in solution and/or in vivo.
Three possibilities could be considered:
a. Looped structures pre-exist in solution. Consequently the centres of
these configurations must exist in solution and form part of the molecule.
b. There are no looped structures in solution, but the linear DNA mole86

cules contain specific points that attract other points of the molecule during
the absorption and dehydration processes, thus resulting in the formation of
looped structures.
с Linear molecules, which are present in solution are transformed into
looped configurations by the proteins of the monolayer.
The latter explanation does not seem very attractive. If denatured cyto
chrome с acted as an adhesive we should not expect looped configurations;
but rather that either parts of the molecule would adhere, or that large
numbers of centres would be formed in every molecule.
The experiments described revealed 4 factors that influenced the presence
of looped structures:
a. the protein concentration on the surface of the droplet;
b. the acid concentration in the staining solution;
с the ammonium acetate concentration in the DNA containing solution.
d. the application of the monolayer technique (see section 5.3.).
If we assume that the binding of the DNA molecule in the monolayer is at
least partly caused by linkage between basic sites in the protein layer and
the phosphate groups of the DNA, the gradual disappearance of looped
structures with decreasing protein concentrations could be explained by a
gradually increasing distance between the basic groups. Thus the looped con
figuration will be either gradually unravelled, or their formation will be
prevented. The increasing distance between denatured protein aggregates on
the supporting film depending on a decreasing protein concentration, could
support this view, (see fig. 16). The same can be said about the increased
extension of the molecules due to dilution of the cytochrome с stock solution
(fig. 20 a, b).
The difference between the regular rosettes with completely extended
loops obtained by the spreading technique on the one hand, and the looped
configurations obtained by the droplet technique on the other, might be
caused by the way the DNA molecules enter the monolayer and are fixed.
This implies a spreading of a DNA protein mixture resulting in a mixed
monolayer on the one hand, and diffusion of the DNA molecules towards
an immobilized protein layer on the other. The degree of extension of the
DNA molecules in the monolayer could then be explained by the concen
tration of protein molecules inside the loops which increased during com
pression of the monolayer. This in turn could explain the decreased uptake
of uranyl complexes. It can also be assumed that the native protein mole
cules present inside the loops occupy an increasing area as they unfold
during denaturation, thus causing the complete extension of the loops.
Such mechanisms could explain why other investigators, using the mono88

layer technique, found more (Саго, 1965; Bode and Morowitz, 1967), or
less extended loops (Imman, 1967).
In the droplet technique the DNA molecules diffuse towards an im
mobilized layer of already denatured protein. Therefore, no spreading force
acts on the loops.
However despite all the possible explanations it remains a moot point,
whether the very regular rosettes (fig. 12) which were observed in the para
sitic DNA samples prepared by the monolayer technique can be explained
in a comparable way. The fact that such rosettes were not found in the liver
DNA preparations made in parallel experiments points to a special status
of the parasitic DNA. Such an assumption, however, is not borne out by
the observation that the parasitic DNA prepared by the droplet technique
showed also linear molecules (fig. 16 and 17).
The effect of the concentration of HCl in the staining solution could be
explained in two ways. Either the concentration of HCl prevented the
activation of centre forming points on the molecules or the centres of the
looped structures, which were present in the mixed protein layer were dis
solved. In both hypotheses the centre of the looped structures can be regarded
as the pivotal point. If the centre dissolved, the presence of an acid soluble
substance would have to be assumed. If we assume that a basic protein, e.g.
histone, is present in these centres, then the product of the DNA histone
interaction should stain very intensely. The shadow produced by the centres
(fig. 12) suggests that substantial amounts of material are present. Both
observations require the additional assumption that the centres consist of
pieces of DNA strands surrounding a central protein portion, which is an
intrinsic part of one or more DNA molecules, and which remains easily
extractable with acid.
It might be assumed that the composition of the centres is also responsible
for their disappearance with increasing concentrations of ammonium acetate
in the DNA containing solution. In this case either the formation of the
centres is prevented, or the protein moiety of the centres is dissolved. Since
the DNA preparations were exposed to a 1 M NaC10 4 concentration during
the isolation procedure, the dissolution of the protein moiety from the centres
at higher salt concentrations seems unlikely, unless a specific effect of the
ammonium acetate itself is involved.
The results found with an increasing ammonium acetate concentration can
be explained by:
a. a direct action on looped structures by the solution;
b. a direct action on linear molecules which are able to form looped struc
tures during the absorption process;
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с. an indirect action on molecules like those described under b.
This implies that the increasing ammonium acetate concentration changes
the conditions in the monolayer in such a way that loop formation is preven
ted.
No explanation can be given, however, for the remarkable stretching effect
observed with increasing salt concentration.
Another problem is the variation in the configuration of the centres of the
looped structures (fig. 21). The large crystal-like centre could have contained
a contaminating particle, which attracted a large number of molecules. The
particle could either consist of, or be loaded with uranyl complexes. The
other centres are probably an intrinsic part of one or more molecules.
Two reports are extant dealing with the problem of looped structures
(Imman, 1967; Lang et al., 1967). Imman working on bacteriophage DNA
found these configurations when the DNA protein mixture was spread on
a hypophase containing up to 0.06 M NaCl. He observed their disappearance
in the presence of 0.5% formaldehyde in the hypophase. These results are
in contrast with our own observations on plasmodial DNA (section 5.3.).
Lang etal. (1967) used the diffusion technique with the aid of a trough.
Looped structures were found when the monolayer was formed on a solution
of low ionic strength « 0.05) or on water. He also found that monolayers
formed on a solution of high ionic strength (0.2) and transported to a DNA
containing solution of low ionic strength, absorbed the DNA molecules in
a linear configuration.
With regard to our own observations and assumptions the following
explanation could be given for this phenomenon. The monolayer formed on
a DNA containing hypophase of low ionic strength enables the formation
of looped structures. When a monolayer is formed on a hypophase of high
ionic strength on which no looped structures are induced, and transported to
a DNA containing hypophase of low ionic strength, an "inflexible" protein
layer is transported, which prevents loop formation.
In our experiments the looped structures disappeared when the DNA was
dissolved in 0.3 M ammonium acetate. This concentration is much higher
than the critical concentration described by Lang et al. (1967), and by Imman
(1967). This discrepancy might be caused by unknown physico-chemical
factors acting to a different extent on the protein monolayer on the surface
of a droplet or on a hypophase in a large trough.
According to our results we could assume that the presence of looped
structures in electron microscopic preparations depend on:
a. the presence of linear molecules in solution having special parts capable
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of attracting other parts of the molecule, or of other molecules during fixation
of the DNA molecules in the protein layer; and
b. that this process is limited by the conditions during the formation of
the protein layer.
Nothing is known about the "attracting parts" of the DNA molecules; but
the hypothesis is put forward that basic proteins conjugated with the DNA
are involved.
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CHAPTER VI

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
OF SEVERAL DNA PREPARATIONS
6 . 1 . LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS OF UNFRACTIONATED DNA

PREPARATIONS

OF RAT LIVER AND SPLEEN

The length distribution of high molecular weight DNA could add valuable
information about the influence of the isolation techniques on the resulting
preparation, and the variations in the population under experimental con
ditions. Although DNA of higher organisms has already been subjected to
electron microscopic investigations (Huberman and Riggs, 1966; Solari,
1965) the length distribution of the investigated preparations was not deter
mined, except for the autoradiogram measurements of Huberman and Riggs
(1966).
6.1.1. Experimental

observations

In our investigations the DNA was isolated with a routine procedure
(see section 2.8.) which made it possible to obtain larger amounts in order
to investigate the samples with several techniques. The preparation of the
electron microscopic samples was carried out by the droplet technique. The
length distribution of the DNA molecules in the samples prepared from rat
liver, spleen, kidney and thymus was carried out as described in section 5.2.
The results of the length distribution of the DNA isolated from rat liver
and spleen are presented in figure 23. Because of the relatively small number
of molecules measured in the splenic preparation a class increment of 1.0 ц т
was chosen. The longest molecules found in both preparations were between
31.0 μπι and 32.0 μπι long. In both cases the length distribution was irregular.
A remarkable difference between the 2 preparations was found in the
range up to 5.0 μπι. In the hepatic preparation a prominent group of mole
cules was shorter than 2.0 μιη (27.3%); whereas in the splenic preparation
only 11.8% of the molecules were found in this range. This difference is
even more accentuated by the lack of molecules between 2.0 μιη and 5.0 μιη
in the splenic preparation. Although accompagnied by irregularities in the
over all picture the hepatic preparation shows a gradual decrease in frequency
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FIG. 23. Length distribution of DNA molecules isolated from a) rat spleen and b) liver.

with increasing length which is not found in the case of the splenic pre
paration. Here the highest frequency was in the range > 12.0 μιη.
A comparison could be made with another rat liver DNA preparation
described in detail in section 6.2. The distribution of frequencies of this
sample is given in figure 28. The longest molecules recorded in this pre
paration were only half as long as in the above described hepatic preparation,
and a considerable part of the molecules was relatively short (62.7%
< 6.0 μπι).
The length distribution of 2 other DNA preparations which were isolated
from rat kidney and thymus tissue may also be taken into consideration.
They are described in detail in section 6.3., and the results are presented in
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figure 29. In the thymic DNA preparation a larger number of molecules
longer than 15.0 μπι were found than in the kidney DNA preparation. As a
similar phenomenon was observed for the splenic DNA preparation when
compared with the hepatic DNA preparation (fig. 23), the question arises
whether degradative processes play a less important role in the isolation of
DNA from lymphatic tissues.

6.1.2. Discussion
Comparison of the length distribution of the splenic and the 2 hepatic
DNA preparations shows that considerable differences may be obtained even
when a standardized isolation procedure is used. The fact that in two liver
DNA preparations the longest molecules differ by a factor 2 (fig. 23b, and
28) suggests that degradation plays an important role during isolation and
purification of the DNA. The degree of degradation is apparently difficult
to control. The large number of length classes found in the distribution curves
might also be interpreted as a result of degradation rather than the result of a
heterogeneity of the population of DNA molecules in vivo. Moreover, the
large divergence in the length distribution of both liver preparations in the
range up to 5.0 μπι might indicate that degradation occurred to a different
extent. This was supported by the following observation.
The distance between the "peaks" in the length distribution curves of
both hepatic DNA preparations is different. In the first analysis (fig. 23) the
distance between the peaks suggests that frequently pieces of about 2.0 μιη
to 4.0 μιη were broken off, whereas in the second analysis (see fig. 28)
relatively small DNA pieces (< 2.0 μπι) seemed to be broken off. The
question remains open whether this difference has to be explained by a
different degree of mechanical degradation of the DNA molecules, or whether
a combination of mechanical and enzymatical factors was responsible.
The difference in length distribution between the 2 liver preparations and
the splenic preparation raises the question whether the DNA molecules of
the splenic preparation were a) more easily extracted and therefore less
degraded by shear forces; b) less degraded by enzymes during isolation;
c) less susceptible to degradation.
The susceptibility to degradation factors might be expected to be a
general phenomenon not particularly depending on the origin of the DNA.
Howavzr, one can imagine that long DNA strands consist of pieces of DNA
held together by some other material (Freese, 1958) susceptible to shear or
enzymatic degradation, although we have no experimental indications for
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this assumption. General precautions were taken for the inactivation of
DNase, but not for all other enzymes.
The reason for the above considerations was not only the observed differ
ence between the liver and spleen preparations; but also observations on
DNA preparations made from thymus and kidney (see section 6.3.). Here,
too, it was observed that in the thymic preparation longer molecules were
present.
The cells of the thymus and the spleen differ from parenchymal cells of
the liver and the kidney with regard to their nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio.
Besides the small amount of cytoplasm, splenic and thymic cells show a) an
over all lower content of cell organelles like lysosomes which are important
for enzymatic degradation during isolation; b) a smaller DNA/RNA ratio
(Leslie, 1955), reducing the difficulties of elimination of RNA from the
preparation, and thus reducing shear forces caused by manipulation, and,
contain c) a lower amount of protein reducing the number of deproteinization
steps and the accompanying shear forces.
These differences between parenchymal cells of liver and kidney on one
hand, and the cells from thymus and spleen on the other might explain the
observed differences in the length distributions, especially with regard to the
amount of long molecules.
A comparison of our results with those obtained by other workers can
hardly be made, as most of the work reported in literature was carried out
on DNA of micro-organisms, and using different isolation procedures. The
length distributions reported in those investigations exhibited a small number
of length classes and well-defined peaks. This could be expected as in many
cases circular DNA was investigated, and the aim was to define its length.
Hence pieces and broken molecules were not considered. However, Kroon
et ah, (1966) reported that 80% of the molecules in the mitochondrial DNA
preparation consisted of linear DNA molecules representing fragments of
mitochondrial or contaminating nuclear DNA. This, again, indicates that the
isolation procedure is responsible for considerable degradation, and also
that circular DNA structures are probably no less susceptible to degradation
than the linear molecules.
So far the longest DNA "fibers" obtained from mammalian cells were
observed by Huberman and Riggs (1966). In their investigations 50% of all
the "fibers" recorded exhibited a length equal to or longer than 500 μτη.
However, the results were obtained by light microscopic autoradiography,
and therefore not the DNA molecules themselves were measured, but contin
uous lines of grains produced by the labelled molecules. Such a contin
uous line of grains represented a "fiber", and the authors defined it as a
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single thread consisting of DNA and possibly other material. The qualification
was made that the DNA in a single image was not necessarily a single mole
cule.
In our opinion the disadvantages of this approach can be summarized as
follows:
a. Only rapidly dividing cells can be studied, as the labelling intensity of
the DNA must be very high.
b. One can hardly speak of an isolation of the DNA in these experiments.
The cells were lysed by exposure to SDS which is not sufficient to remove
the protein from the DNA and from the DNA containg medium in order
to prevent reassociation or reaggregation of DNA and/or protein.
с Only "fibers" were studied, and the number of DNA molecules involved
in such "fibers" could not be determined.
d. It was not possible to decide whether in vivo a number of DNA mole
cules are linked together by other material, or whether the observed "fibers"
represented very long DNA molecules.
e. The length distribution obtained in these experiments (Huberman and
Riggs, 1966) showed that the shorter the molecules the greater their fre
quency. The question whether this should be regarded as the result of shear
or enzymatic degradation of long DNA molecules, or as a degradation at
those places in a "fiber" where DNA molecules are linked together, cannot
be answered.
This approach to the analysis of unfractionated DNA is therefore not
regarded as the method of choice.
The observations of Solari (1965) show that much longer DNA strands
can be obtained than were recorded in our analysis. The length distributions
found for our unfractionated rat tissue DNA samples can therefore not be
regarded as representative for the population of molecules in vivo in the
nuclei of these cells. New isolation procedures have to be applied in order
to solve this problem.

6.2.

MEASUREMENTS OF DNA SAMPLES OBTAINED AFTER CHROMATOGRAPHY
ON A МАК COLUMN, AND OF THE UNFRACTIONATED PREPARATION

6.2.1. Introduction
Mammalian nuclear DNA preparations exhibit a much larger heterogeneity
than those of micro-organisms, or mitochondria. In sedimentation velocity
experiments this heterogeneity is revealed by the band width, in melting
experiments by the slope of the melting curve, in МАК column chromato96

graphy by the elution of the DNA at various salt concentrations, and in the
length distribution by the number of length classes found. Besides differences
in molecular weight the heterogeneity may also reflect differences in base
composition.
Therefore, it was investigated whether the fractions obtained by MAK
column chromatography showed differences in molecular weight as measured
by differences in the length of the molecules in different fractions.
An amount of 500 |ig of DNA isolated from the nuclear fraction of rat
liver was diluted to a concentration of 20ng/'ml with the starting buffer, pi
petted onto the MAK column and fractionated as described in section 2.7.
After fractionation at room temperature the selected samples were dialyzed
against 0.3 M ammonium acetate and subsequently stored at —20° C.
For electron microscopic preparations the samples were diluted to a con
centration of 0.2 μg of DNA/ml, and processed by the droplet technique.
Electron microscopy, tracing and measurements were carried out as des
cribed in section 5.2. The smallest increment in length that could be deter
mined was 0.05 μπι.
absorbance at 260 mp
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taken for electron microscopy.
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6.2.2. MAK column chromatography
The result of the rat liver DNA fractionation obtained by MAK column
chromatography is given in figure 24. The histogram represents the actual
fractionation as determined by the absorbancy at 260 ιημ. The broken line
represents an extrapolation of the individual fractions, and was carried out in
order to estimate the overlap between the preceding fraction and the selected
sample for electron microscopic investigation. Five fractions could be distin
guished, from which the top samples were taken for electron microscopic
investigation and measurement, with one exception. From the fraction eluted
with 0.8 M NaCl instead of the top sample the preceding one was taken
accidentally. The selected samples were regarded as representative for the
whole fraction.
6.2.3. The 0.6 M NaCl sample
The length distribution of the molecules in the "0.6 M" sample is given in
figure 25a. The sample consisted of short molecules with 79.1% shorter
than 1.0 μτη (table 10). With a length increment of 0.1 μιη all length classes
below 2.0 μιη were present, with a maximum between 0.4 μιπ and 0.6 μιη,
in which range 50% of the molecules were found.
In the "0.6 M" sample 9.4% of the eluted DNA was found. Therefore, the
percentage of molecules of a given length class in the length distribution of
the "0.6 M" sample should be multiplied by a factor of 0.09 to obtain the
percentage of molecules of the same length class that should be found in

TABLE io. Percentage of molecules in a certain length range in samples obtained after frac
tionation, after extrapolation, and after the analysis of the unfracUonated sample.
Lenelh
(μπι)

>I.OO
>4.oo
>6.00
>9.oo
> I 1.00
> 13-00

Percent of molecules obtained in the elution steps
0.6

0.66

0.7

0.8

20.9 91.6 98.3 97-9
- 22.3 40.7 42.4
4.2 174 23.8
5-7
4-1
1.2
3.6
-

-

-

-

2.6

Extra pol.'

0.9 M NaCl

%

82.6
17.2
11.9

78.6
30.7

-

1.5
0.8
0.4

9··

Unfract.'
%
935
591
37.3
9-8
3.8
1.6

+• Length distribution obtained after extrapolation of the results of the fractions after MAK.
column chromatography.
+J
" Length distribution of the unfractionated sample.
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the unfractionated preparation. The percentage of the same length class
found in the other samples has to be added in order to obtain an extrapolated
value. In figure 26a the molecules from the "0.6 M" sample, as seen in the
electron microscope, are shown.
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6.2.4. The 0.66 M NaCl sample
The main portion of DNA brought into the column was eluted with
0.66 M NaCl i.e. 42.4% (see table 11). In this sample (fig. 25b) 51.7% of
the molecules exhibited a length between 1.0 μπι and 3.0 μιη. Although the
majority of the DNA molecules was eluted at this salt concentration, it was
surprising that the main portion of the molecules was short, i.e. 95.8% of
the molecules were shorter than 6.00 μπι (table 10).

TABLE п . Percentage of DNA obtained in the elution steps, and estimation of overlap be
tween the sample selected for electron microscopy and the preceding fraction.
Elution
step

Percentage of DNA
eluted

0.5 M NaCl
0.6
0.66
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

29
9.4
42.4
12.3
20.9
8.6
3-8

Estimated
overlap (%)

_
-

8.5
8.5
6.5

-

It should be noted that the number of length classes found in this sample
was about 2.4 times higher than in the "0.6 M" sample. The electron micro
graph made of the molecules found in the "0.66 M" sample (fig. 26b) clearly
shows the increased length of the molecules when compared with those of
the "0.6 M" sample.
For the extrapolation of the unfractionated population the percentage of
molecules in a given length class should be multiplied by 0.42, as 42.4% of
the molecules were eluted in this fraction.
6.2.5. The 0.7 M NaCl sample
The length distribution of the molecules in this sample (fig. 25c) is more
complicated than in the preceding one. There is an indication that the
distribution can be subdivided into groups of length classes which differ only
slightly. A prominent group of the molecules (33.5%) have a length between
3.0 μηι and 4.5 μιη. On the other hand two other groups could be distin
guished, i.e. one in the range of 1.0 μιη to 2.5 μιη (27.9%), and the other in
the range of 5.0 μιη to 6.5 μπι (18.4%).
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FIG. 26. DNA molecules in the samples selected for electron microscopy after МАК column
chromatography (fig. 24 shaded bars), a) sample 10, Magn. 13,800; b) sample 16, Magn. 19,00;
c) sample 24 Magn. 9,000.
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Because of the overlap between this sample and the preceding fraction
(fig. 24 and table 11), part of the molecules are considered to belong to the
"0.66 M" sample. For a correction of this overlap the range between 1.0 urn
and 2.5 μιπ is preferred, as from the "0.66 M" sample 59.5% of the mole
cules are shorter than 3.0 μιη. When the correction is carried out in the
range up to 2.5 μιτι the percentage of molecules found in this range is reduced
from 29.0% to 20.5%, and the chief point of the distribution is shifted into
the region of longer molecules. Another argument that in the "0.7 M" sample
relatively longer molecules were eluted than in the previous samples may be
deduced from table 10, where a comparison is made between the samples
concerning the percentages of molecules found in a given region of the length
distribution.
As already found for the "0.66 M" sample, a large number of length
classes is present in the "0.7 M" sample as well.
For the extrapolation of the unfractionated preparation a factor of 0.12 was
applied, as 12.3% of the DNA was eluted in the "0.7 M" fraction.
In the micrograph of this fraction (fig. 26c) some peculiar characteristics of
the molecules in this sample are seen. Some molecules appear to adhere to
each other along part of their lengths, some pieces of molecules are tightly
folded, and ring-like structures in the molecules and molecules with a club
like structure at one end were also observed. We could not elucidate whether
these observations represented artefacts, or intrinsic morphological features.
6.2.6. The 0.8 M NaCl sample
The distribution again indicated the presence of several groups of mole
cules (fig. 25d) especially in the range around 2.5 ц т ; 5.0 μιη; 6.5 μιη and
and possibly at 10.0 μιη, whereas isolated groups were found between 11.5 μιη
and 12.5 μιη, as well as between 14.0 μιη and 15.0 μιη.
Although longer molecules were found again in this sample, which may
also be deduced from table 10, the difference is not large when compared
with the previous sample.
An overlap of 8.5% was estimated, but an adequate correction is difficult
to make. However, such a correction would be in favour of the hypothesis that
in this sample longer molecules were eluted than in the "0.7 M" sample.
An example of the molecules found in this sample is given in fig. 27a.
One of the preparations made for electron microscopy showed a remarkable
configuration. In this preparation a large number of pseudo-circular mole
cules was observed (fig. 27b). The pecularity of these configurations was a
crystalline black particle found in contact with the ends of the molecule.
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Probably these particles consist either of precipitated uranyl complexes
because of their crystalline appearance and very intense electron scattering
power, or of a particle in the monolayer capable of binding the ends of the
DNA molecules and taking up an impressive number of uranyl complexes.
It could not be determined why the ends of the molecules were associated
with these particles.
The conversion factor for the extrapolation of the unfractionated pre
paration is 0.21.
6.2.7. The 0.9 M NaCl sample
In the 3 independently prepared specimens of this sample only 75 mole
cules could be traced. Especially the long molecules frequently formed part
of a tangled mass. These were characterized by parts which consisted of
pieces of molecules tightly packed together. This made it impossible to
trace the individual molecules. Another group of molecules, mostly shorter
than 4.0 urn, showed a collapsed state characterized by tight foldings from
which it was impossible to determine to what extent the molecule was folded
back on itself.
Some of these characteristics are presented in figure 27c. No further eval
uation of the configuration of these molecules was possible.
Because of the above mentioned reasons it was not surprising that in the
length distribution (fig. 25e) the shorter molecules dominated, and that
17.4% of the molecules were shorter than 1.0 μπι. That the fraction did not
consist of exclusively short molecules is demonstrated by the finding that
only about 2% of all photographed molecules, including those that could not
be traced completely, were shorter than 1.0 μπι.
It should also be noted that an overlap of 6.5% with the "0.8 M" fraction
was estimated (table 11). As the molecules of the "0.8 M" sample were not
difficult to measure, possibly those molecules that could be traced in the
"0.9 M" sample originated for a large part from this overlap.
For these reasons, and as the amount of DNA eluted in this fraction was
only 8.6% (table 11), these results were not used for the extrapolation.
6.2.8. Extrapolation of lengths of the rat liver DNA preparation used for
MAK column chromatography, from the results of the fractionated
sample
For the extrapolation of the unfractionated preparation the following pro
cedure was used. The extrapolation of the individual fractions from the
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FIG. 28. Extrapolated length distribution of the rat liver DNA preparation used for MAK
column chromatography (a), and the results of the unfractionated sample (b).

elution pattern was carried out as indicated in figure 24 (broken line). This
made it possible to determine the overlap between the fractions and the
samples taken for electron microscopic investigations.
The percentage of DNA eluted with the various salt concentrations are
given in table 11. From these percentages the conversion factor was
obtained. From each DNA sample the quotient: number of molecules of a
given length class over the total number of molecules was determined and
multiplied with the conversion factor. After the summation of the results of
the investigated samples for a given length class the relative frequency
distribution was obtained (fig. 28a). The relative frequency in the ranges up
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to 2.0 μιη increases, whereas the relative frequency of the molecules longer
than 2.0 μιη decreases regularly.
A prominent group of molecules is found between 0.5 μπι and 3.5 μιη,
whereas only some molecules are found between 14.0 μπι and 15.0 μπι.
6.2.9. Direct analysis of the rat liver DNA preparation used for MAK
column chromatography
The results of the direct analysis of the preparation (fig. 28b) are com
pared with the results obtained by extrapolation (fig. 28a).
The longest molecules found in the preparation were 15.0 μιη which is in
accordance with the results of the extrapolation. The relative frequency of
the longer molecules, however, is much higher than found by extrapolation,
which may also be deduced from table 10. The most impressive difference
is found in the range between 6.0 μιη and 9.5 μπι. The over all picture of
the unfractionated preparation is also more irregular.
In the electron microscope molecules with the same morphological charac
teristics were found as observed in the specimens prepared after fractionation.
However this does not hold true for the pseudo-circular molecules which
were never found in unfractionated preparations. With exception of these
pseudo-circular molecules, the morphological characteristics observed are
most probably not induced by the fractionation procedure.
A complete comparison between the results of the unfractionated pre
paration and the results obtained by extrapolation cannot be made since
after column chromatography it appeared that 32.1% of the DNA applied
to the column could not be eluted.
The nature of this DNA could not be determined.
6.2.10. Discussion
To our knowledge, no electron microscopic characterization of DNA
fractionated by chromatography on MAK columns has been reported.
The increment of 0.5 μπι in the length distribution was not only chosen
because the results of length measurements are frequently expressed in the
same magnitude, but also because a further subdivision did not give more
information. It should, however, be kept in mind that the molecules in a
given length class still show variation.
The results show that the molecules of the "0.6 M" sample were most
sharply defined, as this fraction exhibited the lowest number of length
classes, and within this distribution about 80% of the molecules were
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shorter than 1.0 μπι. ΑΠ the other fractions showed considerably more
spreading in length distribution. It might be concluded that the column has
a strong ability to recognize molecules shorter than 2.0 μτη, and that this
range is easily eluted with 0.6 M NaCl. The fact that in the other fractions
a significant number of molecules is found with a length of up to 2.0 μτη
will be discussed later.
Ignoring the results of the "0.9 M" sample, the conclusion may be drawn
that the higher the salt concentration used for the elution of the DNA mole
cules, the longer the DNA strands obtained. Moreover, the prominent peak
of the preparation is shifted towards a region of longer molecules. For this
last statement we have taken into consideration a correction for overlap of
fractions.
Another remarkable result was that the length distribution of the samples
became more irregular with higher salt concentration. This could be explained
either by the presence of molecules belonging to the previous fraction, or by
the presence of more distinct groups of length classes in the sample, or by
shear degradation of long molecules during elution. The presence of a number
of peaks in the length distribution of the unfractionated DNA preparation
could support the second possibility, but cannot rule out the third.
The most pronounced difference between the results of the unfractionated
preparation and the extrapolation from the column fractionation was found
in the percentage of molecules equal to or longer than 6.0 μπ\, i.e. 37.3%
and 9.1% respectively (tabic 10). We know that 32.1% of the DNA was
not eluted from the column, which is enough to account for this difference.
A direct proof for this assumption cannot be given.
Mandell and Hershey (1960), and Sueoka and Cheng (1962) reported
that denatured DNA could not be eluted completely from the column.
However, if 32.1% of the DNA were to be denatured DNA, these mole
cules should be easily detected during the electron microscopic observations
of the unfractionated preparation, because of their morphological appearance
(Nass, 1969, Beer and Thomas, 1961). Actually this was not the case. The
special configurations of the "0.9 M" sample might reflect a denatured state
of the molecules; but the percentage of DNA molecules with such a con
figuration in the unfractionated preparation was very low. If the DNA mole
cules that could not be eluted form the column do not represent denatured
DNA then it could still be assumed that they are responsible for the above
mentioned difference in the length distributions of the unfractionated sample
and the extrapolation from the column fractionated preparation.
However, even if these theories are correct, differences in the length
distribution of the unfractionated preparation and the extrapolation remain,
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namely the complete absence of peaks, and a larger number of molecules in
the range up to 4.0 μπι in the extrapolated distribution. These differences
might be explained by an additional breakage of the molecules during elution
from the column. This is supported by the following considerations: The
increase in long molecules found in the fractions eluted with increasing salt
concentrations indicates that the column fractionation can take place on the
basis of molecular weight. It is surprising, however, to find in all fractions
a relatively large number of short molecules. As the fractions were separated
fairly well (fig. 24) we have to ask whether, for instance, molecules shorter
than 2.0 μπι were not solely eluted in the 0.6 M fraction. The explanation
for this observation could be:
a. difference in base composition. Mandell and Hershey (1960) and
Sueoka and Cheng (1962) showed that the MAK column could recognize
molecules with a different base composition. This ability of the column is
difficult to accept as an explanation, because the differences in base com
position necessary to account for the elution at increasing salt concentrations
would have to be very large.
b. shear degradation of longer molecules during elution.
It could be imagined that pieces are broken off from long molecules while
travelling through the small pores of the column material.
The sensitivity of DNA molecules to shear degradation (Davison, 1959)
and the small pores in the column material could be responsible for the
presence of short molecules in all of the samples. If this is true the frac
tionation of DNA by MAK column chromatography, carried out as described
in section 2.7 is limited. Instead of a batchwise fractionation procedure, it
may only be regarded as an analytical tool for the characterization of a
given preparation without using the fractionated material for further analysis.
It might therefore be concluded that in the case of rat liver DNA the
fractionation of the preparation by chromatography on MAK columns is
generally based on the length of the molecules present in the preparation.
However, the length distribution of the unfractionated preparation will be
changed because of breakage of the molecules during elution.

6 . 3 . MEASUREMENTS OF AGED DNA

Not only the isolation and fractionation procedure could cause breakage
of molecules, but the storage of isolated DNA may also result in degradation.
Lang et al., (1967) observed that 2% of the DNA was broken in fresh pre
parations, and this value rose to 15% after storage of the DNA for several
weeks at 4° C. The determination of breakage of molecules in preparations
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with a defined length and structure is much easier than might be expected in
the case of heterogeneous preparations like mammalian DNA.
Two DNA preparations, one from kidney and one from thymus of the rat,
stored at 4° С during 1 month in 0.2 M ammonium acetate at a concentration
of 10 μg/ml were investigated. The results are given in fig. 29. The regular
increase in the number of molecules with a shorter length could suggest that
degradation has taken place, as discussed in section 6.1.2. With this criterion
the thymic preparation was probably the more stable one as the largest molenumber of molecules
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FIG. 29. Length distribution of DNA molecules of rat kidney (a), and thymus (b) after storage
for 1 month at 4 0 C.

cules were found in this preparation, and some indications of irregularity in
distribution were still present.
As no measurements were available from fresh preparations, a comparison
was made with other unfractionated preparations like those described in fig.
23b and 28. This comparison showed that in the kidney and thymus DNA
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preparations the shorter molecules are more frequent, and the large pro
portion of molecules shorter than 1.0 μιτι, when compared with the other
unfractionated preparations, again might indicate that during storage degra
dation of the molecules proceeded.
The observation that stored DNA preparations show a shift in their profile
after MAK column chromatography towards lower salt concentration (table 8)
also supports this assumption.

6.4.

MEASUREMENTS OF MITOCHONDRIAL DNA

6.4.1. Electron microscopic specimens prepared by the monolayer technique
in combination with platinum shadowing
The preparation of the mitochondria and the isolation of the DNA are
described in section 3.2. The electron microscopic specimens were prepared
and analyzed as described in section 5.2. From the 62 molecules recorded
for measurement 39 exhibited a curvy-closed configuration (fig. 30a and b).
The other 23 molecules showed a more or less complex structure (fig. 30c).
The curvy-closed molecules had an average length of 5.02 ± 0.32 μπι. Nine
of the 23 molecules with a complex configuration exhibited a length between
4.48 μιτι and 5.87 urn. Since there were no visible free ends these complex
structures could represent single curvy-closed molecules. They are some
times difficult to measure precisely because of rather massive centres with
an unknown amount of DNA. Of the 23 curvy-closed structures 5 were long
number of molecules
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FIG. 31. Length distribution of mitochondrial D N A molecules. Specimens prepared by the
monolayer technique in combination with platinum shadowing. --- flower-like structures
included;
flower-like
structures excluded.
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FIG. 30. Electron micrographs of mitochondrial DNA from rat liver. Specimens prepared by
the monolayer technique in combination with platinum shadowing. Closed molecules (a)
and larger complexes (b and c). Magn. : 39.600.
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enough to represent a complex of two or more molecules (fig. 30b). The
length distribution is given in fig. 31. In summary: measurement of 53 out of
the 62 figures recorded most likely represented one or more (up to three)
closed circular molecules.
6.4.2. Electron microscopic specimens prepared by the droplet technique
in combination with positive staining
The DNA was isolated from mitochondria either by phenol treatment or
by the SDS procedure (see section 3.2.5.). In both cases the final purification
step consisted of chromatography on a Sepharose 2B column.
Only about 2 5 % of the molecules observed were circular, whereas the
rest were linear (fig. 32a). The configuration of the molecules is more ir
regular than those of the specimens prepared by the monolayer technique
(fig- 32b).
A length distribution of DNA molecules isolated by phenol treatment is
given in fig. 33. The mean length was 4.13 ± 0.13 μιη.

TABLE 12. The mean length of mitochondrial DNA molecules in relation to the cytochrome
с concentration.
Isolation
procedure
phenol
phenol
phenol
SDS
SDS

cytochr. с
concentration (mg/ml)
8.6
4.8
2.6

4-9
monolayer

mean length

(um)
4.13
4.71
5.49
4.50

LO.I3
d- 0.34
+ 0.48
-L 0.40

5.02 _!_ 0.32

It was observed that a change in the cytochrome с concentration resulted
in a different mean length. As demonstrated in table 12 the lower the cyto
chrome с concentration, the higher the observed mean length of the mole
cules. This finding was independent of the isolation procedure. The results
obtained by the monolayer technique are also given in table 12. They suggest
that some intermediate cytochrome с concentration was present in the mono
layer.
When the ammonium acetate concentration in the DNA solution was
lowered to 0.2 M tightly coiled structures were found predominantly (fig. 32c),
which was already found for nuclear DNA (see section 5.6.3.).
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H G . 32. Electron micrographs of mitochondrial DNA from rat liver. Specimens prepared by
the droplet technique in combination with positive staining. Note the large number of broken
molecules (a) and the irregular configuration (b). Increase of the cytochrome с concentration
results in tightly coiled configurations (c). Magn.: 8,500.
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FIG. 33. Length distribution of mitochondrial DNA molecules isolated by phenol treatment.
Specimens prepared by the droplet technique in combination with positive staining. The stock
cytochrome с concentration was 8 6 mg/ml.

6.4.3. Discussion
A considerable amount of work has already been carried out on the length
measurement of mitochondrial DNA of various origins (e.g. Kroon et al.,
1966). Most of the values found for mammalian mitochondrial DNA fall in
the range of 4.5 ц т to 6.0 urn (see also Kroon et al., 1966). Comparable
results were obtained with mitochondrial DNA of cells from tissue culture
(Nass, 1966) and frog eggs (Wolstenholme and Dawid, 1967). These reports
showed accurate measurements with standard errors of about 2%. Some
authors (Wolstenholme and Dawid, 1966), envisaged the possibility that
slight, but significant differences in the observed length might be introduced
by the method of preparation. As far as we know this problem has not been
investigated. A group of investigators working on mitochondrial DNA from
chicken liver have reported a mean length of 5.45 μτη (van Bruggen et al.,
1966); 5.35 μιη (Borst et al., 1967), and 5.1 μπι (Ruitenberg et ai, 1968). As
no changes in the prcparational procedure were reported, this could indicate
that uncontrolled changes in standard procedure resulted in an observed
different mean length. As a careful control of the actual cytochrome с con
centration in a monolayer after spreading is not readily obtained this cor
relation was probably not made previously.
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Imman (1967) and Lang et al., (1967) reported the effect of the salt concentration in the hypophase on the observed length of a number of DNA
species. As in those reports the spreading technique was used the protein
concentration was kept constant, whereas in our experiments the salt concentration was kept constant. The combination of both results might indicate
that the observed length of the DNA molecules depend on both the salt
concentration in the hypophase and the protein concentration on the surface
in the monolayer especially when the diffusion technique is used.
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CHAPTER VII

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
A F T E R A U T O R A D I O G R A P H Y OF L A B E L L E D DNA
A different approach to the problem of the heterogeneity of nuclear DNA
molecules was started by autoradiography at the electron microscopic level.
The determination of the ratio of labelled to unlabelled molecules, as well
as the correlation between labelled molecules and their length, and the distribution of the label along the DNA strands could add valuable information.
The application of autoradiography in combination with electron microscopy was started in 1954 (Comer and Skipper, 1954; Liquier-Milward,
1956). Subsequently a number of studies were reported on the investigation
of the parameters important for reliable results. These studies led to
sophisticated methods and apparatus for the control of such parameters as
emulsion application, drying, thickness measurement, storage and development of films (cf. Caro, 1964; Pele, 1963; Bachman and Salpeter, 1965;
Rechenmann, 1967).
A large number of reports deal with the incorporation of radioactive
precursors into DNA; but only few deal with autoradiography at the electron
microscopic level (e.g. Kochler et al., 1963; Wolstenholme and Plaut, 1964;
Gaudecker, 1966; Nagata et al., 1967).
No observations were found concerning the autoradiography of isolated,
labelled DNA at the electron microscopic level.
The method of Cairns (1961) in which circular molecules of about 50 urn
were spread on a microscopic slide and covered with stripping film has some
disadvantages which are discussed in section 6.1.2.
A better model would be the observation of the molecule together with
the result of the disintegrations from labelled places in the molecule. Such
a procedure was worked out by, and applied in cooperation with R. Rechenmann and co-workers (Rechenmann et al., 1966; Rechenmann, 1967).
DNA molecules labelled with :,H-thymidin, and isolated from rat liver
nuclei and mitochondria were used fore these investigations. The transfer of
DNA from solution to the supporting film was carried out by the streaking
method (nuclear DNA), and by the monolayer technique (mitochondrial
DNA). In all cases the DNA was visualized by shadowing. It was found
advantageous to evaporate a layer of carbon after shadowing to prevent
chemografic effects as far as possible. Shadowing was carried out in cooper116

ation with J. Oortwijn from: Instituut voor Toegepaste Atoomfysica in de
Landbouw, Wageningen. Preliminary results were reported by Rechenmann
et al., (1966, 1967); Eling (1967 a); Eling and Rechenmann (1968).
Some examples are given in figures 34 to 36. A limitation of the technique
is given in fig. 34a. In this case the label was only found along one side of
the strand. As shadowing was carried out from one side and the silver grains
were limited to the side away of the shadow source it may be assumed that the
amount of platinum on the side facing the source captured all electrons
emitted. This implies that the deposition of too much heavy metal results
in loss of information. An increase in information is found when the applied
emulsion layer is thick enough to permit the emitted electrons to collide with
more than one AgBr crystal resulting in track formation (fig. 34a). The
presence of such tracks delimits the place of origin of the emitted electrons
and increases the certainty that it was produced by electron emission from
the molecule. A variable distance between possible source and silver grains
was found with a maximum between 0.5 μ and 1.0 μ. To determine the origin
of the emitted electrons with certainty the DNA molecules must lie at least
2 μιη apart from each other, which could be accomplished by a further
dilution of the DNA containing solution. In the nuclear preparation labeled
as well as unlabeled molecules were found. Some molecules showed heavy
labeling (fig. 34a), whereas others showed one or two labelled places. Label
was not found to be restricted to the ends of the molecules.
The second example shows the result after turn table shadowing (fig. 34b).
With this technique, in general, a smaller layer of heavy metal is sufficient
for good contrast and therefore, probably, silver grains are present on both
sides of the molecule. However, an important limitation is also easily notice
able in this preparation. In order to find the origin of electron emission the
molecules should be strechted as much as possible, and without loops or
crossings. This is not always attainable. Another limitation is imposed by the
dimensions of the silver grains. The area which they occupied in our
experiments was so extensive that they could have originated from a large
part of a number of strands, thus restricting the spacial information of the
source.
Another remarkable point concerning the labelling of rat liver DNA
should be noted. The injection of 1.5 μΟ 3H-thymidin per gram body weight
for one hour resulted in a rather low incorporation of the label into the liver
(Eling, 1967 b).
In electron micrographs of rat liver sections (fig. 35) the label was fre
quently found in the chromatin of the endothelial cells. Only few paren
chymal cells showed labelling. Being interested in parenchymal liver DNA
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FIG. 34· Autoradjographs of labeled rat liver DNA. Specimens prepared by the streaking
technique in combination with: a) shadowing from one side (note track formation); b) turn
table shadowing (Note the enhanced visualization and the grains on all sides of the molecules).
Autoradiography was carried out by R. Rechenman and E. Wittendorp, 1TAL, Wageningen.
Photo: Technical and Physical Engineering Research Service, Wageningen.
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this introduced the risk that from the results conclusions are drawn which
do not concern the parenchymal DNA.
Similar experiments were carried out with rat liver mitochondria and
mitochondrial DNA. Sections prepared from the isolated mitochondria
revealed that the label was restricted to the mitochondria (fig. 36a). The
results obtained with mitochondrial DNA revealed the same problems which
have already been described for nuclear DNA (fig. 36b). They also show
that the emission source cannot be localized when circular and especially
twisted molecules are investigated. In these cases only information on
labelling density and on the ratio of labelled to unlabelled molecules can be
obtained.

FIG. 35. Autoradiograph of a rat liver section. Preferential labeling of the chromatin of the
endothelial cells. Magn. 12,000. Autoradiography was carried out by R. Rechenman and E.
Wittendorp, ITAL, Wageningen. Photo: Technical and Physical Engineering Research Service, Wageningen.
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FIG. 36. Autoradiographs of a section of isolated mitochondria (a), and mitochondrial DNA
prepared by the monolayer technique in combination with platinum shadowing (b).
Autoradiography was carried out by R. Rechenman and E. Wittendorp. Photo: Technical and
Physical Engineering Research Service, Wageningen.
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SUMMARY
In this thesis methods are described for the isolation of DNA and its
characterization by column chromatographic and electron microscopic techniques. The DNA of nuclear and mitochondrial fractions of predominantly
rat tissues, i.e. liver, spleen, kidney and thymus, and the DNA of the malaria
parasite Plasmodium berghei were used.
The use of the Sorvall omnimixer for the preparation of nuclear and
mitochondrial fractions was found to be disadvantageous. In all cases a
higher yield was obtained after manual homogenization.
It appeared to be necessary to incubate the mitochondrial suspensions
with DNase in order to remove nuclear DNA. This step could not be
replaced by an additional purification of the mitochondria in a sucrose
gradient.
The analyses of the mitochondrial suspensions showed, that reproducible
results could only be obtained if the isolation of the mitochondria as well
as the determination of the DNA and protein content were carried out by
highly standardized methods.
Since the nuclei of the white blood cells appeared to contain hundred
times more DNA than the parasites, the white blood cells had to be removed
thoroughly from the infected blood.
The parasites could be isolated much better when the procedure was
carried out at 4° C, instead of at room temperature.
It appeared that the detergent sodiumdodecylsulphate efficiently lysed the
DNA containing structures. The amount of DNA lost during this treatment
was not particularly high.
The DNA containing structures had to be well suspended in a sufficiently
large volume of medium before the addition of the detergent, in order to
obtain a high yield.
Protein was removed by treatment with a mixture of chloroform and
iso-amylalcohol. It appeared that prolonged treatment as well as treatment
after incubation with RNase were hardly effective. Since precipitation of the
DNA also effectively removed protein from the suspension a combination
of several short chloroform treatments and precipitation was finally preferred.
The low concentration of DNA and the high concentration of protein and
other components in mitochondrial suspensions demanded modification of
the isolation procedure. A considerable amount of DNA was lost when
DNA was precipitated under these conditions. Pure DNA could only be
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obtained if the mitochondrial DNA extract was fractionated by column
chromatography.
Chromatography on MAK columns was used to characterize the isolated
DNA samples. Experiments with this technique showed that repeated isolation
of DNA from the same type of tissue did not necessarily gave reproducible
results. This was more strongly noted in nuclear DNA preparations than in
mitochondrial or plasmodial ones. This might be due to the heterogeneity of
the molecules in the nuclear preparation, as it is supported by the observed
length distributions of several nuclear preparations.
Experiments with the MAK column fractionation technique showed that
at lower temperatures an increased recovery of the DNA, and a shift in the
elution pattern towards lower salt concentrations were obtained.
Treatment of the DNA samples at various temperatures before fractionation
showed remarkable changes in the elution patterns. After a pre-treatment at
increasing temperatures an increasing quantity of DNA was eluted with salt
concentrations higher than 0.66 M NaCl, whereas a rather constant amount
was eluted at salt concentrations lower than 0.66 M NaCl. Both changes
occurred at the expence of the amount of DNA normally eluted with 0.66 M
NaCl. Pre-treatment at 90° С or higher resulted in a decreasing recovery.
A direct analysis of the DNA molecules was carried out by electron micro
scopy. For the preparation of the specimens the droplet technique was pre
ferred, because of the better reproducibility. After application of the streaking
method the molecules could not be traced completely, whereas the mono
layer technique was difficult to standardize and to combine with the positive
staining technique.
For the visualization of the DNA molecules the positive staining technique
was preferred above the shadowing technique, because of the better repro
ducibility.
With the monolayer technique very regular rosettes were found in the
plasmodial preparations, which were never observed in liver DNA in parallel
experiments. The experiments with the droplet technique revealed a number
of factors that affected the morphological appearance of the molecules, each
in its own way.
The protein concentration on the surface of the droplet was also important
for good staining results. For this reason it was difficult to apply the positive
staining technique in the monolayer technique without careful control of the
protein concentration in the monolayer. Regular rosettes were not found
with the droplet technique under normal conditions; instead looped structures
were found in nearly all DNA preparations, including plasmodial. Decrease
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in protein concentration, increase in acid concentration of the stain solution
as well as the salt concentration in the DNA solution all resulted in the
disappearance of the looped structures. They were replaced by a linear
configuration of the molecules. On the basis of these results the presence of
rosettes and looped structures in solution is seriously doubted.
The droplet technique also enabled the determination of the length distribution of a number of DNA samples. The analysis of unfractionated DNA
preparations revealed large differences, probably caused by differences in the
degree of degradation of the molecules during isolation. Moreover, it could
be concluded that isolation of DNA from lymphatic tissue resulted in a less
degraded preparation than that of liver and kidney. This indicates that the
routine isolation procedure has to be adapted to the tissue under investigation.
A few observations suggested that degradation proceeded during storage
of the DNA preparations.
The length distributions found in samples taken after fractionation of
DNA on a MAK column suggested that fractionation depended on the length
of the molecules. However, a comparison of the results obtained from the
unfractionated sample with the extrapolated distribution suggested that additional degradation of the molecules occured during elution. The transport
of long molecules through the small pores of the column might have caused
breakage.
Measurements on mitochondrial DNA showed that the observed mean
length of the molecules changed with the protein concentration on the surface
of the droplet.
Preliminary experiments on the application of autoradiography of labeled
DNA at the electron microscopic level showed that this technique could be
used for the determination of the labeling intensity and localization. More
information is obtained when linear, more or less stretched molecules, are
present in the specimen. This restriction is imposed by the size of the silver
grains and the possible distance between the source of emission and the grain
in the emulsion.
The application of the positive staining technique on polysomal preparations is described in an addendum.
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SAMENVATTING
In dit proefschrift zijn methoden beschreven betreffende de isolering en
karakterisering van DNA met behulp van kolom-chromatografische en elektronenmikroskopische methoden. In het onderzoek werden 3 soorten DNA
betrokken: DNA uit de kernhoudende en mitochondriale fractie van voornamelijk weefsels van de rat en DNA uit de malaria parasiet Plasmodium
berheï.
Voor de bereiding van zowel de kernhoudende als de mitochondriale fractie
bleek het nadelig om gebruik te maken van een Sorvall omnimixer voor het
fijnmaken van weefsel en cellen. In alle gevallen werd een lagere opbrengst
gevonden dan in de preparaten die manueel gehomogeniseerd waren.
Om het DNA afkomstig van kernen geheel uit de mitochondriale fractie te
verwijderen bleek een incubatie met DNase noodzakelijk. Deze stap was niet
te vervangen door een extra zuivering van de mitochondriën in een suikergradiënt.
Uit de analysen van de mitochondriënsuspensies bleek, dat alleen reproduceerbare resultaten verkregen konden worden als zowel de isolering van de
mitochondriën als de bepaling van het DNA en eiwitgehalte via sterk gestandaardiseerde methoden werden uitgevoerd.
Aangezien de kernen van witte bloedcellen ongeveer 100 maal meer DNA
bevatten dan de parasieten, moesten deze cellen eerst grondig uit het bloed
verwijderd worden.
De isolering van de parasieten bleek beter te verlopen, als de hele procedure bij 4° С werd uitgevoerd, in plaats van bij kamertemperatuur.
Het detergens natriumdodecylsulfaat bleek een adequaat middel voor de
lyse van het DNA bevattende materiaal. De hoeveelheid DNA die hierbij
verloren gaat is niet opvallend groot.
Aangezien tijdens de lyse van het DNA bevattende materiaal de oplos
singen zeer visceus worden, is het noodzakelijk deze strukturen vooraf in
een grote hoeveelheid medium goed te suspenderen.
Eiwit werd verwijderd via een behandeling met een mengsel van chloro
form en isoamylalkohol. Het viel hierbij op, dat zowel een langer durende
behandeling als een behandeling na RNase incubatie nauwelijks effectief
waren. Aangezien het precipiteren van DNA uit een oplossing met hoge
zoutconcentratie ook een goede onteiwittingsstap bleek te zijn, werd aan
enkele chloroform behandelingen gevolgd door precipitatie de voorkeur ge
geven.
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Bij de isolering van DNA uit mitochondriën speelt het probleem dat een
laag DNA gehalte samen gaat met een grote hoeveelheid eiwit en andere
komponenten een grote rol. Onder deze omstandigheden leidt de precipitatie
van DNA tot grote verliezen. Zuiver mitochondriaal DNA kon alleen verkregen worden indien kolom-chromatografische fractionering werd toegepast.
De geïsoleerde DNA preparaten werden gekarakteriseerd via chromatografie op MAK kolommen. Hierbij bleek dat een herhaalde preparatie van
DNA uit eenzelfde weefseltype niet noodzakelijk tot dezelfde chromatografische patronen hoefde te leiden. Dit was in sterkere mate het geval in DNA
preparaten van kernhoudende fracties, dan in die van parasieten en mitochondriën. Dit zou veroorzaakt kunnen worden door een grotere heterogeniteit
van de DNA molekulen in de kernhoudende fracties, hetgeen ook bleek uit
de lengteverdeling van de molekulen in deze preparaten.
Een nadere bestudering van de fractionering met de MAK kolom toonde
aan dat bij lagere temperatuur een grotere hoeveelheid DNA werd geëlueerd,
terwijl tevens het elutiepatroon verschoof in de richting van de lagere zoutconcentraties.
Werd het DNA voor de fractionering verhit, dan bleek, dat bij toenemende
temperatuur een toenemende hoeveelheid DNA met zoutconcentraties groter
dan 0.66 M NaCl werd geëlueerd en een weinig variërende hoeveelheid met
zoutconcentraties kleiner dan 0.66 M NaCl. Beide phenomenen gingen ten
koste van de hoeveelheid DNA die normaal met 0.66 M NaCl wordt geëlueerd.
Voor de direkte analyse van de molekulen werd gebruik gemaakt van de
elektronenmikroskoop. Voor de bereiding van de preparaten werd uiteindelijk
de voorkeur gegeven aan de druppelmethode, omdat hiermee de beste resultaten werden bereikt. Via de strijkmethode waren individuele molekulen
nauwelijks te vinden, terwijl de monolayer-methode moeilijk te standaardiseren was en te kombineren met de positieve kleuring van DNA. Aan de
positieve kleuring werd de voorkeur gegeven omdat de schaduw-techniek
moeilijk te standaardiseren was.
Met de monolayer methode werden zeer regelmatige rozet-strukturen gevonden voor het plasmodiale DNA, welke niet aanwezig waren in parallel
lopende experimenten met lever DNA.
Bij een bestudering van de druppelmethode bleek dat er een aantal faktoren zijn, die ieder op een eigen karakteristieke manier, de verschijningsvorm
van het DNA beïnvloeden. De protein-concentratie bleek tevens belangrijk
voor het kontrast van de molekulen, reden waarom de positieve kleuring
moeilijk te kombineren was met de monolayer-techniek, zonder accurate
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meting van de filmspanning. Regelmatige rozet-strukturen werden met de
druppeltechniek onder normale omstandigheden niet gevonden, maar wel een
figuur die bestaat uit een centrum omgeven door een aantal lussen. Deze
figuren konden in bijna alle DNA preparaten worden aangetoond. Verlaging
van de eiwitconcentratie, verhoging van de zuurconcentratie in de kleuroplossing en verhoging van de zoutconcentratie in de DNA oplossing, leidden
tot het verdwijnen van deze "lusfiguren", die overgingen in lineaire draden.
Dit was ook het geval in de plasmodiale preparaten.
De druppclmethode maakte het mogelijk een analyse van de lengtever
deling van de molekulen in diverse preparaten door te voeren. De analysen
van ongefractioneerde preparaten lieten grote verschillen zien, die mogelijk
terug te voeren zijn op een variabel sterke breuk van de molekulen tijdens
de isolatie. Bovendien bleek dat het DNA uit lymphatisch weefsel waar
schijnlijk makkelijker te isoleren is dan uit lever- en nierweefsel. Hieruit volgt
dat een standaardmethode aangepast moet worden aan het te bestuderen
weefsel.
Er werden enkele aanwijzingen gevonden, dat het bewaren van DNA pre
paraten bij 4 е С tot een verdere breuk van de molekulen leidt.
De lengteverdeling in de monsters, die na fractionering van het DNA via
een MAK kolom verkregen zijn, tonen dat deze kolommen het DNA op
grond van de lengte van de molekulen fractioneren.
Vergelijking van het resultaat van het ongefractioneerde preparaat met
dat verkregen door extrapolatie van de gegevens van de fracties, toonde aan
dat, waarschijnlijk tijdens het transport van de DNA molekulen door de
poriën van de kolom, breuk van de molekulen optreedt.
De metingen aan mitochondriaal DNA toonden aan, dat in de druppeltechniek de gemiddeld gemeten lengte van de cirkulaire molekulen afhankelijk was van de eiwitconcentratie op het oppervlak van de druppel.
Inleidende onderzoekingen op het gebied van de autoradiografie op elektronenmikroskopisch niveau toonden aan, dat deze techniek bruikbaar is om
radioaktief gemerkt, geïsoleerd DNA te bestuderen. Labelingsintensiteit en
lokalisatie kunnen gemeten worden aan lineaire min of meer gestrekte draden.
Gezien de grootte van de zilverkristallen en de mogelijke afstand van de
emissie-bron en het resulterend zilverkristal is de informatie die verkregen
kan worden van radioaktief gemerkte circulaire molekulen veel geringer.
In een addendum is de toepassing van de positieve kleuringstechnick op
polysoom-preparaten beschreven.
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ADDENDUM: APPLICATION OF THE POSITIVE
S T A I N I N G T E C H N I Q U E TO T H E V I S U A L I Z A T I O N
OF POLYSOMES
The positive staining technique, described in chapter V, was also used for
the characterization of ribosomes and polysomes. However, contrary to the
technique described for DNA a 10 times more concentrated stain solution
was used. The starting material was an aliquot from a 5% to 30% sucrose
gradient after centrifugation of the polysomal preparation. An important
disadvantage is the fixation by the ethanol in the stain solution. Not only
morphological changes occur during fixation; but free proteins present in
solu'ion may be precipitated onto the structures. The results of the staining
may therefore at best be described as an "absorbed" staining which is between
true positive and negative staining. The precipitation of protein during dehyd
ration sometimes resulted in the formation of a halo around the structures.
These effects were even stronger when 1 % formaldehyde was present in the
stain solution.
The effect obtained with this technique seems to implie that only a limited
number of stain molecules could enter the particles, whereas a large proportion
was attached to the surface. Positive staining with aqueous solutions of the
stain shows that the stain molecules enter the particles. The imperfect staining
could therefore depend upon the presence of oligomeric complexes in our
uranyl stain solution (Gordon and Kleinschmidt, 1968), which might be too
big to penetrate into the pores of the particle after fixation.
An advantage of the technique is the low concentration of ribosomes or
polysomes necessary for good results. This concentration is about 4 times
lower than that required in the aqeous staining technique. Usually a sus
pension of polysomes with an absorbancy of 0.080 measured at 260 πιμ was
used.
By means of our staining method the clefts between the subparticles of the
ribosomes are easily demonstrable apperently as they become filled with the
stain molecules. The interconnecting strands between the ribosomes are also
frequently observed; but appear occasionally thicker than could be expected
from an RNA strand. Possibly in these cases the RNA strands were sur
rounded by a protein layer, probably deposited during dehydration. Such an
additional layer was also found occasionally to form a halo-like structure
around the ribosomes. In a number of instances we had the impression that
part of the RNA strand could be followed on the surface of the ribosomes.
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Because of the small amount of material necessary and the simplicity of the
procedure the method seems to be very suitable for routine characterization
of polysomal preparations; and because of the preferential staining of RNA
this method might add some insight into the architecture of the ribosomes.
Some characteristic results are presented in figure 37.
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FIG. 37. Electron micrographs of isolated polysomes stained with the positive staining technique. The arrows indicate the clefts between subparticles filled with the stain ( - • ) and the
RNA strands between the ribosomes and on the surface of the ribosomes (—>). Magn. a)
158,000; b) and d) 130,000 and c) 250,000.
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